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Bushnell Wireless Game Camera
Unlimited thumbnails for the first 30 days, Wireless con-
nectivity straight out of the box - sim card and data 
included, Affordable pre-paid data plans available from 
Bushnell, Manage your camera from a computer or 
smartphone, Free iOS and Android app - Send images 
to a smart phone, email, web or Facebook, Fast - 0.6 
second trigger speed, Runs up to 3 months on one 
set of batteries, 8 MP, 1280x720 HD Video, Black 
flash with 60’ range, External power compatible, PIR 
sensor is motion activated out to 60’, Adjustable PIR 
(Lo/Med/High) or Auto PIR, Programmable trigger interval: 1 sec. to 60 
min., Multi-image mode: 1-3 images per trigger, Video length: 1 second to 60 
seconds, programmable, Field Scan 2X with two available time slots so you 
can monitor dusk and dawn movement, Temperature range -5° F to 140° F, 
PIR sensor is motion activated out to 60’, Runs up to 3 months on one set of 
batteries, Adjustable web belt and 1/4-20 socket, SD card slot, Weatherproof.
BL119599C (Coming Soon)..............................................................$549.99  

Wildgame Crush Cell 8 Lightsout
Sends images wirelessly via MMS (compatible with 
ANY GSM provider with 3G speed capability), 2.4” 
Color Screen, Realtree Xtra camo, Adjustable sides to 
fit any tree, FlexTime + Time Lapse Technology, Wide 
Angle 16:9 image option, 8.0MP, 70ft Black flash, 1 
second Rapid trigger speed, HD 720p Video +Audio 
(30sec), View Assist Technology for accurate setup, 
Up to 32GB SD card, External battery port, Water re-
sistant, 4 D Cell batteries (not included), USB cable, 
adjustable bungee cords and Flextime software CD. 
WGIC8B5 ......................................................$399.99  

HCO Spartan 3G Wireless Camera
Sends photos to your cell phone or to your E-mail via MMS or GPRS internet, 

Change the camera settings or acquire real time pictures by sending SMS 
commands to the camera, Overwrite function overwrites the oldest photo 
on the SD card with the most recent photo when the SD card is full. Mul-

tiple Duty Time allows you to set the camera to work as a 
motion sensing camera and a time lapse camera simulta-
neously. Large rubber sealing gasket and flush sealing sur-
faces provide for a high level of water resistance. A double 
hinged latch gives ample sealing pressure while allowing 
single handed operation. 44 high output IR flash and an 
8MP camera, 2 year warranty. Verizon model coming soon.

SR1WCD ......$399.99   SR2WCD (Wide Angle) .. $429.99 

WIRELESS CAMERAS

Stealth Cam Drone
This sophisticated cellular based 
wireless system allows for com-
plete control and image monitoring 
from any computer – anywhere in 
the world where an internet con-
nection is available. The Drone 
Command Hub Website is where 
you take control – from the comfort 
of your home, office or even on the 
go through mobile devices. Secure 
login to your DRONE system cam-
era gives you unprecedented ac-
cess and a full set of controls over 

your image downloads. GPS mapping of camera locations, Control of 
multiple cameras with one login, SMS & Email notification of image up-
load, Battery and memory level monitoring, High resolution download, 
Data plan management & status monitoring, Pre-download image crop-
ping, Camera configuration, Remote image deletion, Thumbnail pre-
view, Image galleries, Email & Social media sharing. Runs on Verizon 
Wireless data plan ($19.99-$199.99/mo based on data usage). 8.0MP, 
60ft Black flash, 1-9 images per triggering, 10 sec - 59 min time out set-
ting, SD card slot up to 16GB, GPS enabled, includes 2GB SD card, 12v 
battery kit, carry bag and mounting straps.

 STCDRNSYS1 ........................................................................ $499.99

Covert Code Black 3G
The Code Black MMS camera uses an acti-
vated SIM card from a GSM network to text 
photos to your cell phone or email address. 
This technology allows you to see what is 
going on without having to go to the camera 
and pull the SD card. New for 2014 is the 3G 
technology which will get better signal and 
make for improved picture delivery as well as 
better battery life. The 60 invisible flash LED’s 
are undetectable and have a flash range of 
60+ feet. The Code Black is great for not only 
scouting wildlife but also for security purpos-
es! 12MP (adjustable resolution 3mp, 5mp, 

8mp or 12mp), MMS 3G wireless ability, 2 inch color viewer, Time Lapse 
Mode, Program your camera with SMS commands, 32GB SD card slot 
(card not included), 3 adjustable sensitivity levels, Operates on 12 AA’s, 
Time/Date/Temp/ & Moon Phase Stamps, Mossy Oak Camo cover.

 COV2724 (Solid).......... $379.99    COV2427 (Camo) .............$379.99

One
YEAR
Free
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Moultrie Power Panel
A solar panel with a built-in 12-volt battery, extends 
camera life indefinitely in the field. 10 ft cord, Mounts to 
tree, pole or a tripod.
MFHCPP .........................................................$69.99

Pine Ridge AT-5
Put a camera up without a tree. The AT-5 camera 
mount is lightweight and versatile. It can strap to a 
tree/fence post or mount directly on a T-post. Works 
with ALL cameras. “Any Terrain, Any Time”
PRA2557 ........................................................$19.99

Wildgame Viewer
View images and videos from the field, Ultra thin 
design with 4.3” screen, Zoom images, Easily 
manage data on your SD cards, Accepts up to 
32GB cards, 3.5mm audio/video out jack, Mini 
USB Socket for computer interface, Operates 
on 4 AAA batteries not included.
VU50 ....................................................$59.99

Bear Boxes & Cable Locks
Bolt or lock your camera to a tree or post. Protects 
from bears, thieves and vandals. Boxes and cables 
sold separately. Visit website for all camera boxes.
Starting at ................................................... $29.99
Masterlock Python Cable Lock (Black) .... $16.99

HME Trail Camera Elevator
Raise your trail camera to cover more ground, Raises your 
camera 8-12 feet in the air. Reduces false triggers and white-
out pictures. Attaches to tree with 6’ ratchet strap, Locks in 
place, Folds down for camera adjustments and card swap-
ping, Adjustable angle camera head, Folds for easy transport, 
Designed for cameras with a bottom mount tripod socket. 
HMETCE .................................................................. $26.99

HME Camera Holder
Rotates left and right and tilts up and down for 
perfect camera placement every time, Compact 

and sturdy design provides a dependable 
means for supporting all trail cameras with 
the 1/4” x 20 threaded insert on the bottom.
BTCH Screw In ............................. $14.99
TCHSO Strap On .......................... $14.99

Stealth Cam Ball Joint Mount
Versatile design to fit all Stealth Cam and Wildview 
cameras Durable PC fiberglass material, Ball joint al-
lows the perfect position, Straps to any post or tree.
STCABJM ...................................................... $19.99

Cuddeback E2 & E3
The fastest trigger speed (1/4 second), Infrared flash 
that reaches out 100 feet and a whopping 20 Mega-
Pixels! Adjustable resolution can be set at 5MP, Day/
Night/24 hour operation, Time Lapse Mode, 1-5 imag-
es per trigger, Wideview 16:9, Video with Sound, Day-
light Savings Time auto adjust, Runs on 8 AA batteries 
(not included). 
E2 (Low Red Glow - Infrared) .................... $149.99 
E3 (Black Flash - Infrared) ......................... $149.99

Moultrie Viewer
View photos and videos on the 4.3” screen. 
Transfer pictures/videos to your computer or 
back-up card. Brighten and Zoom images, 

Headphone jack, Dual SD card slots, SD cards 
up to 16GB, 4 AA batteries (not included), Works with most cameras.
MEMFHVWR11 .............................................................................$109.99

Stealth Cam Cable
Works with Stealth Cam and Wildview Cameras, 10 ft length, 
heavy-duty outdoor gauge cable, Works with 6V or 12V bat-
tery, Spade clip connections.
STCCBL ........................................................................$7.99

Cuddeback X2 Viewer
View, zoom, pan, delete, see date/time, Two SD card slots 
to transfer images to a second SD card, or for making a 
backup, Pan/Zoom any image, Delete some or all images 
on card, Also acts as a USB card reader, View on TV with 
included cable, Takes 4 AA batteries (not included), Works 
with most scouting cameras.
CK3204 .................................................................$99.99

12v Battery Kit
Extend the life of your camera for up to 4 months. 
Includes rechargeable battery, weatherproof box, 10 
ft cable and charger. Fits Stealth Cam and Wildview. 
STC12VBB ....................................................$42.99

Camera Memory Cards
Capture more photos and videos of the game you 
want. Please check your camera’s manual for size 
limitations of your specific model. 
8GB SDHC .......................................................$9.99
USB / SD Card Reader....................................$8.99
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TK24NXT
Take photos or HD video. Fast sub-1 sec-
ond trigger times to capture those legends 
you only hear about. 6.0 Megapixel, HD 
Video recording 15/30/60 sec, 24 Low Glo 
IR Emitters / 30ft range, Burst Mode 1 / 3 
/ 6 images per triggering, 20 sec / 1 min 
/ 5 min / 10 min Time Out, External LCD 
status display, Time / Date / Moon Phase 
Image Stamp, SD Card slot up to 32GB, 
Test Mode, USB output, Operates on 8 AA 
batteries, External power jack for 12V bat-
tery box, Weather proof housing.
WV24NXT (Camo - 6.0MP)......... $94.99

A5 & A8 Cameras
A-5 - 5.0MP, SD Cards up to 32GB (not in-
cluded), Low Glow IR Flash - 50 ft range, Day/
night-video clips (5-10 sec), Date/time/moon/
ID stamp on every image, Photo Delay Setting 
(1-30 Minutes), 4 C-cell batteries (not incl.) or 
External jack accepts optional 12V battery kit, 
Strap loop with Python cable compatibility.
A-8 - Increases resolution to 8.0 MegaPixels.
MEA5................................................... $64.99
MEA8................................................... $89.99

Epic 1080HD Action Cam
At just 1.3” x 2.75” the Epic 1080HD takes great 
video and with the simple one button remote 
control, its a snap. Strap it, Stick it, Mount it to 
just about anything. 1920 x 1080 video, 30 fps, 
Time/Date Stamp, Flip mode auto rotates im-
age, runs on 3-AA batteries. 
STCEPC1T ......................................... $139.99
Tree Screw Mount ............................... $14.99

Covert MPE5
Simple setup removes the guesswork. Just 
turn it on and set the switch to the setting you 
want. No menus or complicated settings.
6.0 Megapixels, 4 Programming Options - 
2 pics/30 second time out, 2 pics/1 minute 
time out, 3 pics/5 minutes time out, 10 sec 
video/1 minute time out, 28 LED Infrared 
Flash (Low Red Glow), Accepts SD cards 
up to 16GB, Operates on 8 AA Batteries, 
Image Stamp - Time / Date / Temp / Moon.
MPE5 ...............................................$79.99

Browning Dark Ops
10MP picture quality, HD videos +sound (5 
sec.- 2 min), 2/3 second trigger speeds, su-
perior battery life, and a Black flash range 
of 70 feet, Camo finish, Invisible “Night Vi-
sion” infrared LED illumination at night,  
45 ft. detection range, Compact case 

size 4.5” x 3.25” x 2.5”, Timelapse camera 
mode, Long battery life from 6 AA batteries (not included), Up to 
8 multi-shot images, Up to 6 rapid fire images, 12 volt external 
power jack, TV out and USB port, Image stamp has Time, Date, 
Temperature, Moon Phase, Barometer, & Camera ID, Time out 
delay (5 sec. – 60 min.), Supports up to a 32GB SD card (not 
included), Includes Browning “BuckWatch Timelapse Viewer” 
software, Threaded insert size of 1/4” – 20 on bottom of camera. 
BTC6 ............................................................................... $149.99

Wildgame Nano 4 Combo
One of the smallest trail cameras in the market 
(3”x2.25”x3.25”), New TRUbark texture with swirl 
camo, FlexTime + Time Lapse Technology, Wide 
Angle 16:9 aspect ratio images option, 1 second 
Rapid trigger speed, Photo and HD 720p Video 
(30sec) capabilities, Up to 32GB SD/SDHC 
card, External battery port (for use with EBX not 
included), Water resistant, Uses 4 AA Cell batter-
ies (not included), Includes USB cable, bungee 
cords and Flextime software CD. The combo 
includes the Nano Power Pack that holds 4 AA 
batteries, clicks right on the back of the camera 
and can double the life of the camera and an 
8GB memory card. (Batteries sold separately).
P4i8DE9 ............................................ $112.99

Browning Spec Ops
The Spec Ops is the most covert game camera 
today. 10MP picture resolution, The 70ft Black 
flash with 39 LEDs ensures the very best qual-
ity pictures of your game with no detection. In-
cludes a 2” color viewing screen instant image 
viewing, Day/night-HD video clips +sound (5-120 
sec), Time lapse mode, 2/3 second trigger time, 
Up to 8 Multi Shot images and 6 Rapid Fire im-
ages, Time out delay 5 sec - 60 min, Date / Time / 
Temp / Moon Phase / Barometric Pressure/Cam-
era ID, Compact size - 5” x 4” x 2.5”, Accepts 
SD memory cards (up to 32GB), Includes Buck 

Watch Time Lapse Software, Power source 8 AA-cell batteries (10000+ pics) and/or 
12v kit (not included), 1/4 - 20 Tripod socket, TV out and USB port, 1 year warranty.  
BTC3XR .........................................................................................................$169.99
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Stealth Cam P18
7.0 Megapixel, 60 ft Flash (Red Glow), 
Video recording 5-30 seconds (640 
x 480), 18 IR Emitters / 60ft range, 
Quick Set, Burst Mode 1-6 images 
per triggering, 5 sec - 2 min recovery 
time out, External LCD status display, 
Time / Date / Moon Phase, SD Card 
slot up to 32GB, Low Battery indica-
tor, Mini USB output, Operates on 8 AA 
batteries or external 12V power jack.
STCP18CMO ..........................$89.99

Stealth Cam G42NG
Stealth Cam’s premier game camera this 
year, boasting a completely invisible black 
flash, 10MP resolution and Triad camera 
mode technology providing still images, 
videos and a time lapse camera all in one. 
10.0 Megapixel (4 resolution settings) 
10mp / 8mp / 4mp / 2mp, HD Video record-
ing 5-180 seconds w/ audio, Time Lapse 
Function w/ PIR Override, 42 “BLACK” IR 
Emitters / 100ft range, Quick Set Mode 
(simple switch for the most popular set-
ups), Burst Mode 1-9 images per trigger-

ing, 0-59 sec / 1- 59 min recovery time out, External LCD status display, Time 
/ Date / Moon Phase / Temperature, SD Card slot up to 32GB, Test Mode, 
Video output, USB output, Operates on 8 ‘AA’ batteries, External power jack 
for 12V battery box, Durable weather proof housing, H: 5.5” / W: 4.0” / D: 2.5”
STCG42NG .................................................................................... $129.99

Moultrie Quiet Feeder
A great solution for that secret spot. The 
quiet feeder works well where feeders 
are not common and will not spook game. 
Feed drops straight down and can double 
as a turkey scratch feeder or fish feeder 
that hangs over the water. Programmable 
digital timer feeds up to 4 times per day 
(1-60 seconds), 40-lb. capacity, Low noise, 
precision game feeder, Paddle wheel dis-
penses food quietly, 6.5-gallon bucket with 
Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinity camouflage, 
Operates on 4 AA batteries (not included).

 MFG12653..................................... $59.99

Moultrie Panoramic 150i
The 150i is the Black Flash version of the popular M-150 that came out in 
2013. 3 infrared motion sensors cover a super-
wide, 150-degree detection area—3 times the 
area of a typical game camera! The Silent-Slide 
lens rotates silently to take photos or videos 
wherever motion is detected, perfect for a field 
or open woods. 8.0 megapixel, Under 1-second 
trigger speed, 70-ft night range (Black Flash), 
5 operational modes: Panoramic, Standard, 
Time Lapse, Time Lapse Day / Motion Night, & 
HD Video. Illumi-Night sensor provides bright, 
clear night-time images, Motion Freeze reduces 
nighttime blur, Multi-Shot (1–3 pics), 5/15/30 seconds, 1–60 minute picture 
delay, Password protection, SD memory card slot — up to 32 GB, Managed 
Memory erases oldest image when card is full for continuous photo capture, 
9,000 images on 6 C-cell batteries, New Moultrie camouflage, Python cable 
compatible (cable not included)
MEP150i .........................................................................................$199.99

Bushnell Trophy Cam
Removable “ARD” LED cover, strengthened cable lock channel and 
improved latch for maximum ruggedness. 8-AA size case (12-AA on 
119678), No-Glow Black LEDs (119676 & 119678), extended night vision 
capabilities and 480p (119636), 720p (119676), or 1080p (119678) HD 
video with audio (1-60 sec), and external plug for a solar panel. 6.0MP 
(119636), 8.0MP (119676 & 119678), Adjustable PIR (Lo/Med/High/
Auto), Trigger speeds as fast as 0.2 seconds, Time out 1 sec - 60 min, 
1-3 images per trigger, Field Scan time-lapse mode (1-60 min intervals), 
PIR sensor is motion activated out to 60 ft., Runs up to one year on a set 
of batteries, Adjustable strap and 1/4-20 socket, SD card slot up to 32GB.
119636 6.0MP (Back) ................................ $149.99
119676 HD 8.0MP (Middle) ....................... $249.99
119678 HD MAX 8.0MP (Front) ................. $299.99
Screw-in Tree Bracket (119652) ................. $14.99
Wireless Security Box (119655)................. $32.99
Solar Panel (119656) ................................... $64.99 Screw-in

Tree Bracket
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Wildgame Micro Crush X Black Flash Lightsout Package
The Micro Crush X trail camera takes high quality 7.0 MP pictures and shoots HD 720P videos. Featuring a 50-
ft flash range and a Lightsout undetectable flash, the Crush X Package comes with an 8GB card and a set of 
batteries. 
 High-quality 7MP photos and HD 720P videos
 FlexTime + time lapse technology
 TRUbark textured case
 Lightsout undetectable flash
 50-ft flash range
 1-second rapid trigger speed
 Up to 1 year battery life
 Uses 8 AA batteries (not included)
 External battery port (for EBX 6V battery kit – not included)  
 USB cable, bungee cords, and Flextime software CD also included
Blade X (7.0MP camera with Card & Batteries) ......................$99.99
Blade X6 (6.0MP Camera Only) ...............................................$69.99

American Hunter Shorty 180
No more climbing ladders or standing on the back 
of your pick-up just to fill a feeder (5’ 7” tall). The 
heavy duty poly barrel holds 180 lbs of corn and 
is short enough to fill with both feet on the ground. 
Integrated varmint cage keeps critters and deer 
tongues out of the feeding mechanism. Low height 
allows for easy filling, Analog clock timer and 
guard, Quick release lid, Heavy duty leg mounts, 
Sectional galvanized legs. Adjustable feed rate (1-
30 sec), Feeds 1-24 times per day, Varmint Buster 
compatible (not included), Includes powder coated “No Blow” slinger, Requires 
6 volt battery (not included).
GSMAHR180PROVBEZ ......................................................................$84.99

Sun Slinger 55 Gallon Feeder
350# Metal hopper (55 gallon drum) with a Sun 
Slinger 6v feeder with built-in solar panel. Powder 
coated “No Blow” slinger and downspout, 6 Volt 
solar charger built in, Adjustable feed rate (1-30 
sec), Feeds 1-16 times per day, Can feed different 
days of the week, Easy touch digital timer, Mount-
ing brackets, Self tapping screws for ease of instal-
lation, Requires 6 Volt rechargeable battery (not 
included). In-store only, no delivery.
GSMAH20727 ......................................... $159.99

All-in One Feeder
Includes everything you need to start feeding 
and there’s no assembly needed! The feeder, 
bucket, funnel and batteries are ready for you 
to use. Get more control with a programmable 
digital timer.
• 5-gallon plastic, tapered bucket
• 4 daily feedings 
• 1-20 seconds per feeding
• Metal spin plate
• Test button for easy set-up
• Solar Panel Capable (Optional)
• Runs up to 4 months on 4 AA batteries
MFHAT5 .................................................$46.99
AA Batteries (Qty 4.) ..............................FREE

All-in One Feeder Kit
Programmable digital timer, 4 daily feed-
ings, 1-20 seconds per feeding, Metal spin 
plate, Test button for easy set-up, Solar 
Panel port (Optional), 4 AA batteries.
MFHATK (Feeder Kit Only) ........... $29.99
AA Batteries (Qty 4.) .......................FREE

Parts
Feeder Feet (3-Pack) .. $14.99
Boss Buck Head ......... $52.99
3-Way GSM20730 ........ $68.99 

Feeder Winch
1800 lb. - BB392 .......... $44.99

Lids & Funnels
Metal Lid (55 Gal) ............ $26.99
Metal Funnel (55 Gal) ..... $22.99
Poly Lid (55 Gal) ............. $18.99
Poly Funnel (55 Gal) ....... $18.99 
Feeder Screen ................. $12.99 
 
 
Motors
6v Motor (1/8”) ................... $6.99
12v Motor (1/4”) ............... $19.99

FEEDER PARTS

6v 12v
Boss Buck Head 

(3 or 4 way)
Feeder 

Feet
3-Way

FunnelLidFeeder Screen

More Parts on our Website
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Wildgame Quick-Set 225lb Tripod
A redesign of the popular Wildgame feeders boasts some 
great new features. New easy setup assembly in approximately 
15 minutes, New rivet hardware system for easy setup, Durable 
30 gal/225lbs poly barrel design, Built-in funnel reduces feed 
waste, Heavy-duty 12-piece coated leg kit, Newly designed 
digital power control kit, 4 available feed times, Galvanized steel 
spinner plate, 6V battery operation (not included). 
W225D...................................................................... $89.99 
W270D (40 Gal. 270lb) ............................................ $99.99
6v Solar Panel ......................................................... $19.99
6v Rechargeable Battery (UB645) ........................... $8.99

Rechargeable Batteries
Save money with rechargeable batteries. Add a 
solar panel for maintenance free usage. 
UB645 - 6v 4.5aH...................................... $8.99
UB650S - 6v Spring Top .......................... $9.99
UB1270 - 12v 7aH................................... $19.99

Solar Panels
Keeps your battery 
charged for maintenance 
free usage. Metal con-
duit surrounds the wiring 
protecting it from varmint, 

Metal mounting bracket mounts directly on feeder.
6v (Spade Clips).................................... $19.99
12v (Spade Clips).................................. $29.99

Wall Chargers
110v charges Gel, Sealed 
Lead Acid and AGM batter-
ies. Single Stage chargers 
give a continuous charge, 
Dual Stage chargers will go 
into maintain mode when the 
battery has a full charge.

6v Dual Stage .........................................$10.99
6v/12v Switchable Single Stage ...........$12.99

Universal Feeder Timers
Replacement Timers for Deer and Fish Feeders, 
Works on most 6v or 12v single motor feeders. 
Wildgame THDT (6v/12v) ....................... $29.99
Moultrie MFHUDT  ................................. $34.99
Boss Buck BB196 .................................. $32.99

The Timer
Works with 6V or 12V, Up to 6 
feedings per day, 5 year warranty. 
THETIMER ......................$64.99

Eliminator Road Feeder Kit
Attaches to your road hopper, Spinner shuts off 
feed, saving from vibration, wind & varmints. Spin-
ners work on traditional feeders, Fits 1/4” shaft.
Road Feeder Kit ......................................$99.99 
Round Spinner Only ...............................$39.99 
Rectangle Spinner Only .........................$39.99

Moultrie Easy Lock Feeder
Ground level filling 
(less than 6’ in height), 
Quick-locking design 
assembles in less than 
10 minutes, No tools 
necessary, Lockable 
timer box, Tapered 
design with 30-gal-
lon capacity/200lbs, 
Digital timer feeds up 
to 6 times a day, 1–20 
seconds, Feed level 

estimator, Battery level monitor, Built-in var-
mint guard, Metal spinner and funnel, 3 camera 
mounts on feeder top, Square tube legs with feet, 
Power port for optional external power source, 
Operates on one 6-volt battery (not included). 
MFG12608.............................................$119.99

Moultrie Feeder Remote 
Works on both 6v and 12v single motor sys-
tems. Universal fit works on any brand, Includes 
wiring harness for correct connection.
MEMFHACT ...........................................$24.99

Moultrie Pro-Lock
Quick-locking de-
sign that’s fast and 
easy to set up and 
take down without 
tools. Holds up to 
200 lbs of feed (30 
gal). Programmable 
digital timer has 
up to 6 feedings a 
day with 1-20 sec-
onds per feeding. 
Feed level estima-
tor, Built-in varmint 

guard, Metal spinner plate and funnel. Camera 
mounts allow fast mounting of up to 3 cameras. 
Power port for optional solar panel. Operates on 
one 6V battery (not included). Square tube legs. 
MFG12607.............................................. $109.99
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Wildgame Feeder Kits
Universal kit mounts up to your existing feeder 
barrel, 1 year warranty.
6v Feeder - Digital timer has up to 4 feed-
ings per day, 1-20 seconds, Runs on 
6v rechargeable battery (not included). 
12v Feeder - Digital timer has up to 6 feed-
ings per day, 1-30 seconds, includes deluxe 
spinner plate with swing doors for extra dis-
tance, Runs on 12v rechargeable battery (not 
included).
TH6VD (6V) ........................................$46.99 
TH12VD (12v) ....................................$79.99

Big Game Hanging
A powerful and rugged all steel 12v 
feeder that can stand up to wind and 
weather and throws feed out to 60 feet, 
Digital timer has easy to read LCD, 
Program up to 9 feedings per day 
from 1-60 seconds per feeding, Water-
proof locking lid, Built-in varmint guard 
keeps coons and squirrels at bay,  
100 lb. corn capacity. Runs on 12v re-
chargeable battery (not included).
GF100 .................................. $119.99

Wildgame Heavy Metal
The Heavy Metal feeder features a 
hopper built with heavy-duty galva-
nized steel, 12-piece, powder-coated 
legs, a built-in funnel to reduce feed 
waste, and a spinner plate that dis-
perses feed 360 degrees. Digital tim-
er with four available feed times, 1-20 
seconds per feeding, Varmint cage 
included, Runs on 6-volt battery (not 
included), Solar panel compatible.
HM200D .............................. $189.99 
HM450D .............................. $259.99
HM600D .............................. $349.99

Leg Bracket Kit
Turn your 30 gallon drum into a sturdy tri-
pod feeder. Includes 3 collapsible legs and 
leg brackets for mounting to the barrel. All 
hardware included. 250 lb. max weight limit. 
MFHLK (Brackets & Legs) ..........$59.99 
MFHLB (Brackets Only) ..............$29.99

Drop Funnel & Spinner
Give your feeder a longer life in the field 
with a metal spinner plate and funnel kit. All-
metal construction is indestructible to wind 
varmints and rodents. 1/8” diameter shaft.
BLSLDN1 .........................................$5.99

Wildgame Supplements
Strategically developed to provide the flavors 
that deer love. Concentrated formula is ready 
to be used right out of the bag. Can be used 
alone or mixed with corn or grain, great for us-
ing near game cameras in feeders or troughs, 
or just pour it on the ground. Use these all year 
long, pre-season, mid-season or after the rut. 
Made with real acorns or sugar beets.
Acorn Rage (5.5 lb.) ......................... $10.99  
Sugar Beet Crush (5 lb.).................... $9.99

Primos Truth Cam Ultra 46
The Truth Cam Ultra 46 HD has a 55 foot 
night time range and takes crisp 7 Mega 
Pixel photos. Like All TRUTH Cam Ultras it 
uses Simple sliding switches that allow you 
to select between photo, HD video, or HD 
time lapse photos. The Early Detect Sen-
sor has a 45 degree PIR sensor that picks 
up motion earlier, so you don’t miss what 
is walking in front of your camera. TRUTH 
Cam Ultras are super compact at just 
3.875”w X 5.25”h X 2.5”d, 7.0 megapixels 
1280×720 HD Video, 9 months battery 

life, Captures photos, HD video and HD time lapse, Video mode records 
audio, 55 ft night range, 1 second trigger speed, 46 LEDs, Camo LED 
filter technology, , 1 year warranty.
63044............................................................................................$139.99
64012 External Battery Kit ...........................................................$19.99

Collapsible Bag Feeder
Easy to pack in and easy to pack out. Great for bow 
hunting or just placing a feeder up for the weekend. Col-
lapsible heavy duty nylon 11.2 gallon feeder bag, Digi-
tal clock feeder, Centrifugal spin force allows 4 hinged 
doors to open allowing feed to spread up to a 20 feet 
perimeter, Adjustable feed rate 1 to 30 seconds, Feeds 
1 to 16 times per day, Can feed different days of the 
week, Powered by 6V 4.5 Ah SLA battery (not included).
GSMAHBAGKIT .............................................. $39.99

Primos Tree Stand Light
Light with 80yd remote or activate at the 
base, Three settings: Strobe - 2 red LED’s, 
Red - 6 solid red LED’s, or Green - 3 solid 
green LED’s. Takes 4 AA batteries.
62510..............................................................................................$24.99
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Boss Buck Kits
Comes with a large or a 
small motor. Uses either 
a 6v or 12v rechargeable 
battery (not included), 
Knock outs on box to mount a so-
lar panel, Simple Set Digital timer 
has a secure holder inside the box 
and can be easily removed. 2” 
drop funnel from the barrel to the spinner plate not included, Up to 6 feed-
ings per day, 1-30 seconds per feeding, Galvanized steel powder coated 
control box, 2 year warranty.
BB120 Small (6v) ................ $49.99       BB116 Large (12v) .....$99.99 

Boss Buck All In 12V
Tough roto-molded plastic hopper, Converts from auto feeder to grav-
ity feeder in seconds (with optional protein tube), Galvanized leg system, 
200LB corn capacity, Two-in-one leg system for quick conversion, Metal 
feeder box with large 12v motor, All galvanized hardware, Digital timer feeds 
1-6 times per day 1-30 seconds per feeding, Made in the USA, Battery sold 
separately, Solar Panel sold separately, Feeder dimensions: 29”x25”x25”.
BB1200AE ...................................................................................$269.99 

 Moultrie Pro Hunter Kit
Schedule up to 6 feedings per day (1-20 

sec) per feeding, Built-in 
varmint guard, Feeds in 
360 degree pattern and 

reaches 20 feet from feeder, 
Includes diamond shaped metal 

spinner plate for long lasting du-
rability, ABS housing is durable 
and user friendly, Battery level 
monitor, Mounting hardware is 
included, Runs on 4 D-Cell or 6V 
Battery (Not Included).

MFHPHBK ....................... $41.99
6v 4.5ah Battery (p 8) ........... $8.99

Feeder Power Panel (p 12) ......... $36.99 

Wildgame Directional
Great for use as a deer feeder or a fish feeder, 
270 lbs. (corn), 150 lbs. (fish food) capacity, 
Directional deer feeder for shooting lanes 

and tight spots or on the bank for fish. Targets 
placement of feed for clear line of sight. 8 daily 

feed times, 1-90 second duration, Easy to use 
large LCD display with large rubber buttons, 
Varmint proof, Domed, hinged and lockable lid, 
Heavy metal extension leg kit, Funneled hop-
per, Approx. 6 ft tall, 6v battery (sold separate-
ly), 1 year warranty. 

WDX1 (Complete Feeder)...........................................................$134.99 
WX1 (Feeder Kit Only) ..................................................................$72.99
6v 4.5ah Battery (p 8) .....................................................................$8.99
6v Solar Panel (p 8) ......................................................................$19.99

Spintech Texas Road Seeder/Feeder
100lb capacity, 2” receiver hitch bracket, Heavy duty 

metal hopper with rubberized bed-
liner, 12v heavy duty motor, 25 ft. 
remote cord with on/off toggle, 180° 

spray pattern, Adjustable flow system 
to spread small and large seeds/feed, 

Side shields control spray pattern from 10-20 
ft. wide, Patented on demand open/close shutoff 
prevents leakage when motor is off, Easy open lid 

with rubber latch, 4 year warranty on mechanism.
            TRF100 ........................................................... $359.99

Spintech Conversion
Ready to install. Fits on your existing 
square feeders (Wildgame, Boss Buck, 
Monarch, more) with a 1/8” or 1/4” 
shaft, No more wasted feed, Heavy gal-
vanized construction, 1 year warranty.
612CK .....................................$23.99 

Spintech 12V Feeder
Varmint proof, Digital EZ timer feeds up to 
8 times a day (1-30 seconds), Patented 
positive on demand open/close spin-
ner plate, Adjustable feed flow wing nut, 
Powder coated metal, Adjustable motor 
speed, Variable day selector, Large dis-
play, Battery life display, 2 year warranty.
ST12VDEZSU ............................$112.99 

Boss Buck Directional Kit
Directional cap maximizes velocity and con-
sistent throwing distance. Runs on 12-volt re-
chargeable battery (not included). Mounts to 
any flat surface. Solar panel compatible (sold 
separately). Digital timer feeds up to 6 times 
per day, from 1 to 30 seconds each time.
BB1DF..............................................$99.99
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Shark Teeth Varmint Deterrent
Shark Teeth are metal strips with spiked prongs that can 
be attached to just about any feeder leg to keep varmint 
from climbing up to your feed. Comes with 3 - 36” strips, 
1 1/2” wide. Includes self tapping screws. Apply com-
plete 36” strips to feeder legs. Cover your Protein/Gravity 
Feeders head (or) Control/Timer Box. Keeps cattle, pigs, 
raccoons from rubbing and bumping feeders. 
Model 136 (3-Pack) .......................................... $13.99

Feeder Varmint Cages
Varmint Cages keep varmints from frequenting 
the feeder and protects it from damage. Solid 
steel frame, Hardware included, Hinged door 
& latching sides on Square cage (55 gal drums 
only). Round Cage for Moultrie Feeders.
Model 544 (Square - 14” x 14” x 14”) ... $16.99 
Round Cage (Moultrie Feeders only) ... $24.99

Primos Vault Feeder Kit
Automatic open/close spinner is varmint proof, 
Stops wind and weather from wasting food, In-
tegrated funnel and adjustable spinner height, 
Weather resistant case hinges open for easy ac-
cess, Digital Controller - 4 feedings per day 1-20 
sec. per feeding, Battery level indicator and large 
rubber control buttons, Hi/Low motor speed con-
trol, 6 Volt Battery (Not Included).
65080........................................................$46.99

Sun Slinger Feeder Kit
Built-in solar panel, 6v Digital timer feeds 
up to 6 times per day 2-25 seconds per 
feeding, Galvanized steel control box, Met-
al down spout, Rugged ‘No Blow’ spinner 
plate, Adjustable mounting brackets, 6V 
battery not included, 1 year warranty.
AH30580 .......................................$64.99

Varmint Leg Funnels
Prevent critters from climbing up feeder 
legs. No more lost feed or damage to 
your feeders. Self tapping screws in-
cluded for installation. One solid piece for 
stability. Set of 3.
BB137 ...........................................$15.99

Food Plot Spreader
Designed for planting and fertilizing 
food plots around your hunting property. 
Frame has a load capacity of up to 50 lbs. 
Built-in quick release system for fast and 
easy detaching of spreader bucket. Con-
venient shut off gate allows you to regu-
late amount of seed dispensed. Universal 
mounting brackets make it compatible 
with almost all ATV models.
MFHFPS ...................................$109.99

Digital RDE Feeder
American Hunter 225lb. tripod deer 
feeder, Digital timer feeds 1-16 times 
per day, 1-30 seconds per feeding, 
Choose the days of the week you 
want to feed, or feed every day, Metal 
leg bracket clamps on polyurethane 
barrel for durability, Locking lid, 6v 
spring top battery required (not in-
cluded), Pre-wired for 6v solar panel 
(not included).
AH225RDE ............................$79.99 

Bumper Buddy
The On-Time Bumper Buddy distributes 
a pattern from 4-20 feet and comes with 
2 interchangeable spreader plates. The 
20-gallon capacity funneled hopper is made 
of durable polyethylene and will mount to 
most ATV racks with a unique 2-bolt clamp-
ing system designed for quick removal and 
reinstallation. Manual cut-off valve reduces 
waste. Feeder motor carries a Lifetime War-
ranty. Designed for ATVs with racks.
22000 ...........................................$139.99

Tripod Header
Make a hanging feeder tripod system 
or a game cleaning station. Cut your 
weight load in half by combining the at-
tached 2000 lb. pulley with the pulley 
on your hanging bail. Heavy Duty steel 
header system has thumb bolts to tight-
en the legs. This system is not only safe, 

and durable, it’s affordable. Add pipe legs to build your own heavy duty multi-
use tri-pod hanging system. We recommend 14’ length for tripod feeder legs,  
Accepts 1 5/8” pipe or smaller. 
1TPH2 ..............................................................................................$49.99
1800# Winch BB392........................................................................$44.99 

On Time Protein Feeder
An innovative approach to wildlife feeders, the 
Buckeye is designed to let gravity fill the feed 
tray, ensuring that fresh feed is always in stock. 
Each of the three 2” diameter legs holds a sepa-
rate feeding station with drain holes for con-
sistent flow. No moving parts to break down or 
battery to run out of power, Its 200-lb. hopper 
features an internal feeder funnel and a remov-
able lid for convenient refill. Accepts all types of 
feed/seed. Easy to install on a variety of surfac-
es. Some assembly required. Height: 5 feet tall.
71540...................................................$119.99 
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Moultrie 6.5 Gal Hanging
This automatic pond fish feeder precisely directs 
food into the water, not onto your pier, with its di-
rectional shroud and narrow cast projection, 6 Daily 
feeding times, 1-20 seconds, Approximate throwing 
distance is 25’, Easy to install, 6V battery not in-
cluded, Durable and rugged metal bucket, Attractive 
weathered dock design, One year warranty, Approxi-
mate capacity is 20 lbs.
MFHPS1 ......................................................$58.99
Feeder Kit Only (MFHDFK) .......................$42.99
6v 4.5aH Battery (p 8) ..................................$8.99

On Time Tomahawk VL Kit
Digital timer feeds up to 4 feedings a day. 1-20 sec-
onds per feeding, High-Impact composite construc-
tion, Universal mounting system, Operates on 6- or 
12-volt batteries, Pre-wired for Solar Panel and Re-
mote Control. Test mode.
OT49000.......................................................$39.99 

Tomahawk VL Fish Feeder
Digital timer feeds up to 4x a day. 1-20 sec. per 
feeding, Directional casts food in one direction, Uni-
versal mounting system, Operates on a 6V battery, 
Pre-wired for Solar Panel and Remote Control. Test 
mode.
OT42666.......................................................$64.99 

On Time Tomahawk Feeder
Digital timer, up to 4 feedings a day, 1-20 seconds per feed-
ing, High-impact composite construction, Universal mount-
ing system, Pre-wired for Solar Panel and Remote Control, 
150 lb. capacity, Includes battery holder for 8 C-cell batter-
ies, or runs on 6v spring top battery (batteries not included).
OT42100................................................................. $99.99

On Time Elite Lifetime Kit
Guaranteed for life, Digital timer has 6 feedings per 
day, 1-30 seconds per feeding, 3 speed motor, All 
aluminum housing, Runs on 10 AA batteries.
OT11113 .......................................................$99.99 

On Time Solar Feeder
150-lb. capacity hopper, Steel attachment band 
with welded brackets. Specially designed to 
dispense round and cylindrical fish food, ideal 
for maintaining catfish, bream and other vari-
eties of fish. Featuring large-scale motors with 
agitator rods that extend into the hopper. As 
the feeders dispense, the agitator rod turns to 
keep feed flowing and prevents clogging. De-
flector plate that allows for directional feeding.
Feed 1-6 times per day (1-30 seconds per feed-
ing), 6v battery and built-in solar panel included.  
OT71239............................................. $229.99 

Shadow Hunter Deer Blinds
Shadow Hunter blinds are fully insulated with a carpeted floor to reduce 
noise, An all aluminum exterior makes these blinds rodent proof, The Si-
lent Shadow window system for quiet operation, Windows are 8” x 22 3/8”, 
Peaked roof for extra standing room, Upper and lower vents, Upper interior 
gear shelf, Custom camo paint on exterior for concealment, Large enough 
for 2 people (2 gun hunters or a hunter and camera operator).
4x6 Gun Blind (SH46) ................................................................. $1299.99
4x6 Gun/Archery Combo Blind (SH46BGKD) .......................... $1299.99
5x5 Octagon Combo Blind (SH550C)........................................ $1699.99
Elevator Joists - 4-pack (SE1088) ................................................. $84.99

Shadow Hunter Window Kits
Use a Shadow Hunter window in your homemade blind. Kit includes 
2 windows. Hardware included.
Gun Window (SHASSGW) ..................................................$89.99
Bow Window (SHASSBW) .................................................$99.99

Moultrie Feedcaster Pro
Holds up to 100 lbs of fish feed. Sturdy tripod design 
allows placement on a dock or on the bank. Direc-
tional shroud keeps feed shooting into the water and 
not everywhere else. UV-resistant rust proof plastic 
hopper, Powder coated legs, includes feet. Digital 
timer with 6 feedings per day 1-20 seconds per feed-
ing, Runs on 6v battery (not included). 
MFF12655 ................................................. $149.99 

Moultrie Feeder Power Panel
A 6V battery and solar panel in one unit, the Feeder 
Power Panel plugs into any Moultrie game feeder 
with an external power port to supply power from 
the sun. This allows you to run the feeder with no 
internal battery or with a rechargeable internal battery 
for maximum field life. Built-in battery level indicator, 
Comes with 5’ varmint-resistant cord
MFA12602 ................................................... $36.99 

Build your own blind tower 
with these Elevaor Joists, 
Comes in a set of 4 to el-
evate any hunting blind.
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Primos Hog Grunter
Great for close-in calling, Reproduces the grunt-
ing sound of wild pigs which appeals to the pack 
instinct of other hogs, making them curious.
PR320....................................................... $8.99

Primos Hog Squealer
Reproduces the distress squeal of a hog, Excel-
lent long range call, Great for calling curious hogs.
PR321........................................................$7.99

Primos Hog Wild
Great for loud or subtle calling, Works with both 
boars and sows, Call’em up with the Hog Wild.
PR361......................................................... $12.99

AquaPro ADF-75
Redesigned for 2014! State-of-the-art digital electronics with battery charge 
indicator and motor speed control. This compact AquaPro fish feeder is 
varmint proof, has a built-in sight glass, powder coated in hunter green 
color and is constructed from both heavy gauge steel and 1” galvanized 
angle iron. All internal seams are double-sealed with silicone and industrial 
rubberized coating to help prevent moisture from affecting the fish feed. The 
AquaPro ADF75 fish feeder comes with a patented air-drive mechanism, 
which disperses feed directionally with a minimal amount of food landing 
within 10 feet of the feeder. Patent pending 2-motor design (throws feed 
further), Varmint proof, Built-in sight glass (monitor feed levels), Adjustable 
Foot Pad Kit (included), 12V battery, battery charger & Solar Panel are 
included, Self Tapping Screws Included for Solar Panel, Power Supply - 
12V, Electronics - Digital, 8 feedings per day (1-90 sec), Warranty - 1 Year, 
Capacity Floating - 75lbs, Sinking - 112 lbs, Corn - 150 lbs. 
ADF75 ..........................................................................................$399.99

Kershaw SpeedSafe Knives
High-quality 8CR13MoV stainless steel for blade toughness and edge 
retention. SpeedSafe assisted technology opens knife easily and safely. 
Stainless Steel blades ensure a lifetime of durability.
ZING 1730SS (Left) ......................................................................$24.99 
SCALLION 1620 (Middle) Various Finishes .................. $32.99-$49.99 
LEEK 1660ST (Right) Straight blade or Serrated......................$36.99

Hevi Shot Hog Wild Ammo
This non-toxic load offers shotgun convenience 
and rifle performance with more than 800 ft lbs 
of energy per ball. 12ga, 3 inch shell has 2 - .625 
magnum balls. 5-Rounds per box.
90002...................................................... $10.99 

Moultrie Feeder Light
Motion, Dawn/Dusk and Constant On setting, 35 
high-powered green LEDs illuminate up to 30’, 
Attaches to most Moultrie feeders, Operates on 
4 C-cell batteries or optional external 6v power 
(not included). (5 hours/high, 20 hours/low)
MFA12561 .............................................$42.99 

Night Hunter Feeder Light
Light up the feeding area with green LED lights. 
Built in solar panel charges the internal Li-ion 
battery. Low mode comes on at dusk and switch-
es to high mode when motion is detected. No 
external wires to get cut or pulled.
NHFL80 .................................................$44.99 

NAP Predator Lights
3-watt LED, Illuminates up to 100 yds, Vibra-
tion dampening technology, Tactical on/off 
pressure switch, All aluminum construction.
Bow 60795 (4oz - Green) .....................$69.99
Crossbow 60796 (5 oz. - Green) .........$79.99
Tactical 60800 (White LED) .................$79.99

Nite Hunter Weapon Lights
Whether you are bow hunting or gun hunting for varmint or hogs, the Night 
Hunter Lights will light up the night, 160 Lumen Red & Green LEDs on 
archery model and 300 Lumen Red & Green LEDs on gun, Includes clicker 

switch for regular flashlight use and a pressure 
switch to use when mounted on your gun or 
bow, Bow model has a detachable bracket that 
mounts to the bow sight, Gun mounts to picatinny 
or weaver rails and includes 1” and 30mm scope 
mounts. Rechargeable battery and wall charger 
included.

Archery Deluxe (Red & Green LEDs) - Sight Mount ................. $119.99
Gun Deluxe (Red & Green LEDs) - 1” Scope Mount.................$159.99
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Skinning Tool
Designed to make skinning game a 
breeze with its patented scissor type ac-
tion and the toothed gripping ends that 
allow for easy work of skinning game. 
The rigid construction makes it a durable 
and long-lasting tool that hunters every-
where will use for many years to come.
CR78V ....................................... $22.99

Viking Splitter Tool
Cuts brisket and pelvic with ease us-
ing force multiplying action. Stainless 
Steel construction. Can also be used 
for jawbone extractions.
VIKVDS001 ............................ $29.99

Viking High Tail
Just mount the rear of the deer and se-
cure the legs to the High Tail to keep 
the game steady and secure while 
field dressing so the legs do not get 
in the way when cleaning the animal. 
Field dress in minutes, Keeps deer off 
the ground while dressing.
VIKVHT001 ............................ $26.99

Viking Rack Jack
Portable cleaning station mounts to 
2” receiver hitch. Easily winch up 
your big game into the bed of your 
truck, or use as a mobile cleaning 
station. Swivels for easy loading.  
VIKVRJ001........................... $129.99
VIKVRJ002 (Leg Base) ......... $69.99

Processing Kits
Includes everything needed to pro-
cess game, Also a great kit for camp-
ing and outdoor cooking.
OEBL1 (8pc) ....................... $44.99
OEPR1 (12pc) ..................... $54.99 

Flip n’ Zip
8Cr13MoV stain-
less, Separate drop 
point and gut hook, 
Rubberized Kraton 
handle, Thumb studs 
on both locking 
blades, Nylon sheath.
FZB20C ........$44.99

Alpha Wolf
Knives of Alaska, Full 
tang, Hand sharpened 
razor sharp with special 
convex edge, Double 
drawn heat tempered, In-
cludes leather sheath.
Suregrip ............. $64.99
Stag .................... $99.99

Skull Hooker
Fully adjustable European skull mount-
ing bracket fits horns or antlers pro-
viding a natural upright look. The arm 
swings right and left taking advan-
tage of all areas of a room. Patent 
pending prong securely slips into nat-

ural holes in all skulls. Black or Brown.
Little Hooker (Deer, Hog) ...... $32.99

Big Hooker (Elk, Moose) ......... $59.99

Buck Boiler
No more paying a taxidermy or spending hours 

standing over a boiling pot. All-electric system for 
preparing your own Trophies. 8 hour cycle time. Safe, 
Effective and Inexpensive way to prepare European 
dressed hunting trophies yourself.
95000 ............................................................. $89.99

Iron Buck Camo
The Best new way to display your antlers! 
The Iron Buck Antler Mount allows you to 
display your antlers with pride and style. 
Rugged construction available in camo 
dipped brushed steel. Unique design only 
requires you to tighten one screw. Turn 
your antlers into a sculpture in minutes. Its 
completely versatile and reusable. Avail-
able in Snow (shown) or Brown Camo.
Your Choice ................................$54.99

ALL
ELECTRIC

Boker Caping
The ultimate caping knife 
made of 440 stainless steel 
full tang construction, Genu-
ine stag handle with lanyard 
hole, Blade length 2 1/4”, 
Overall length 5”, Leather 
sheath included.
02BA530HH ........... $54.99

Boker Guayacan
Handle made of Guayacan 
ebony wood with decorative 
mosaic pins, Satin finished 
drop point is made of T6MoV 
steel. Includes a high quality 
leather sheath, Overall length: 
7 1/2”, Blade length: 3 5/8”.
02BA701G.............. $49.99

Razor Lite
New replacement blade sys-
tem for the fastest skinning job 
around, Sharpen the blade or 
simply replace it, Rubberized 
handle, Comes complete with 
6 replaceable blades and ny-
lon sheath. Black or Orange.
Your Choice .............. $29.99 
Repl. Blades (6).......... $8.99

GSD330 Game Scale
Features an easy to read digital screen. Weighs 
in pounds or kilograms up to 330 pounds, In-
cludes durable steel hooks for easy set up and 
connection to hoist & gambrel.
BIGGSD330 ..........................................$44.99 
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Tink’s #69 Doe-in-Rut Mist
100% natural doe estrous urine from live whitetail does 
during their estrous cycle. Internal Bag keeps urine from 
the pressurizing agent to avoid contamination. 3oz of lure.
W5310 ...............................................................$8.99

Code Blue Doe Estrous
Collected from a single doe in heat keeping it as pure as 
possible. Pour this around your stand or use with a scent 
drag to create a trail bucks are sure to follow. 1oz. of lure.
COA1001..................................................................$7.99

Code Blue EliminX Shampoo
Combines two of the most effective scent killing technolo-
gies, nano-silver and enzymes, Kills bacteria & eliminates 
odors, Shampoo and Body Wash in one,12oz bottle.
COA1158 ...............................................................$6.49

Tink’s #1 Doe-P
Great all season lure, Squirt top, Simulates new doe in 
an area, attracts both bucks and doe, Best for early and 
post-rut season, 100% doe urine, 1oz. bottle. 
W6249 ...............................................................$5.49

Code Blue EliminX 360
Targets and destroys human odor, Sprays reliably from 
every angle - even upside down!, Get every nook and 
cranny of your clothing, Unscented, 12oz bottle.
COA1176 ...............................................................$5.99

Grand Slam Kit
Everything you need to go scent free. One ESP triple ac-
tion laundry detergent - 12 oz, One checkmate wind check-
er - 22 grams, One bar soap - 3.5 g, One odorless hand 
sanitizer - 2 oz, One field spray - 12 oz, One Pac-It Refills 
Field Spray - Makes 12 oz, One fleece skull cap.
2075.......................................................................$18.99

Quake All Terrain Seat
Designed by a traditional bowhunter, the All-Terrain Seat is 
easily portable, swivels into position for that perfect shot, 
is comfortable and is adaptable to most any terrain. Light-
weight and portable, Easy to assemble and setup, Breaks 
down quickly for the hunter on the move, Weighs less 
than six pounds, 360 degree swivel seat with backrest and 
padded waffle cushion, Four legs retract and store in the 
seat top, Perfect seat for bow hunting, wing shooting, fish-
ing, camping or any outdoor activity, Lifetime Warranty.
BP900009 (Shown) .......................................$69.99
BP830009 (Stool without Backrest) ............$59.99

Camo Blind Material
UV Treated, 100% waterproof mate-
rials, Rot/Mold resistant, Reversible 
Green/Brown color combinations, 
3-D leaf like foliage, Lightweight 
Strong and durable, Quiet and rustle 
free, Treated to eliminate shine and 
glare, Pliable in extreme temperature 
ranges, Compacts easily, Attached 
to tough mesh for added strength,

Scent Killer Gold Laundry
Fights dirt and stains while also eliminating odors in a con-
centrated formula that finishes twice as many loads per ounce 
compared to the standard formula. 18 ounce bottle. 

WRC1246 .......................................................................$6.99

OMP Adventure 2.0 Recurve
Strong laminated Ash wood with reinforced fiberglass limbs, 
the Adventure 2.0 comes with sight, stabilizer and plunger 
bushings installed. It is the ideal bow for the backyard or 
practicing at deer camp, The Adventure 2.0 features heavy 
duty, aluminum limb pockets to ensure a secure fit. Limbs 
remove from riser for easy transport and storage. Dacron 
string included. 

Adventure 2.0 54” 15lb, 20lb or 24lb ...................$119.99
10112 Rug Rest Black ...............................................$5.99
10104 Recurve Case ...............................................$26.99
61144 Recurve Sight LH/RH Black ........................$19.99
60936 11/32 Cedar Arrows 12pk .............................$11.99

BrickHouse Blind
Sets up and takes down in a 
flash and is incredibly stable in 
windy conditions to avoid spook-
ing game. The Velcro window 
system with 10 windows fea-
tures a 360º view and shoot 
through camo mesh, Carbon En-
hanced ShadowGuard Interior & 
Durashell outer shell made with 
a quiet and weather/wear resis-
tant material. 

    1RX3H019 .................................................................................. $99.99

A.

B.

C.

Military models (A,C) have camo fabric attached to tough mesh for added 
strength, Premium models (B, C) are made with Rip-stop fabric.
A. CUKK03 Basic Military (9’ 10” x 19’ 8”) .................................. $37.99
B. CULW04B Premium Ultra-Lite Rip-Stop (7’ 10” x 19’ 8”) ...... $49.99
C. CUMS02B Premium Military Rip-Stop (7’ 10” x 19’ 8”) ......... $89.99

• Rugged hub wall design
• Includes Stakes and Tiedowns 
• Pack (Included) 12” x 46” long

• Shoot through mesh 
• 75” x 75” x 67” tall 
• Weight 18lbs
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Big Game The Boss HD
The added stability and generous siz-
ing of The Boss HD treestand allows 
for more overall usage and space dur-
ing a day in the field. 24”w x 25”d ex-
tra large, expanded metal nonslip foot 
platform, 14”w x 9”d x 2”t flip up padded 
seat provides a comfortable rock solid 

feel for all day hunts. Weighing only 18 pounds, The Boss HD boasts a 
weight rating of 300 pounds. Included is one TMA Certified full body harness.
CR1001S ........................................................................................ $62.99

Ladder Stands & Tripods
We carry a variety of ladder stands by Big Game 
Treestands, Direct Outdoor Products, Gorilla Tree-
stands, Rivers Edge and more. Single stands, Dou-
ble stands, tripods. Available In-Store Only.
Various Models .......................$139.99-$349.99 
Big Game TP3000 (Shown) .................. $349.99

Gel Seats
Gel pads offer great comfort in the stand or 
on the ground, Perfect for all day hunts or 
that uncomfortable blind seat, Waterproof 
cover for protection from the elements. 
Scout (10.5″x 15″x 2.5″) .............. $42.99  
Fat Boy (14″x 16″x 3″) ................. $59.99
Fat Boy Lite (14″x 16″x 3″) ......... $49.99
Double Gun (14″x 40″x 3”) ......... $79.99

Ameristep Backstrap
With a 63” width, this blind will fit into small-
er places than the larger blinds. Durable 
weather-proof Durashell outer shell and rug-
ged Hub-Style technology, Shoot-through 
camo mesh windows for concealment, 9 
window openings, 63” x 63” x 65”, Weighs 
14 lb, 8” x 39” packed size, Includes carry 
bag with backpack straps. 
AP2298 (Realtree AP - Shown) ....$79.99  
AP2110 (Realtree Xtra) .................$79.99

Bear Apprentice 3 Package
Start your young archer off right with the Bear Ap-
prentice 3. Versatile draw weights from 20 to 60lbs, 
so your child can keep the same bow for many 
hunting seasons. Available as a complete pack-
age, so your youngster is ready to shoot. 265 fps, 
Weight 2.9lbs, Brace Height 6”, Axle to Axle 27.5”, 
Peak Draw Weight 20-60lbs, Draw Length 15-
27”, Let Off - 70%, Realtree APG. Includes arrow 
rest, 3-pin sight, quiver, peep sight and nock loop.
Bear Apprentice 3 Package ................ $299.99

Bear Attitude Package
The Attitude delivers speed, power and impact 
with style and value. The smooth shooting single 
cam system launches arrows up to 310 FPS. 
String suppressors eliminate noise and vibration. 
Light, agile, and well balanced. 310 FPS, 3.7 lbs, 
Brace Height 7 1/4”, 31” Axle to Axle, Draw Length 
25” - 32”, Let-off 80%, Draw Weight - 60-70, Re-
altree APG. Package Includes arrow rest, 3-pin 
sight, stabilizer and wrist sling, quiver, peep sight 
and nock loop.
Bear Attitude Package .........................$399.99

Trophy Ridge Cypher 5
25% lighter than aluminum but just as stong, Bal-
listix coating feels soft with added noise dampen-
ing. Ballistix CoPolymer system, Ambidextrous, 
Tool-less windage/elevation, Includes sight light. 
TRAS605 ................................................ $64.99

Trophy Ridge Lite-1 Quiver
3 green LEDs on the hood of the quiver and 1 green 
LED inside the quiver. 11 oz., Quick detach bracket, 
Hanging rope, Customizable mounting bracket, Bal-
listix Copolymer construction, Dual arrow grippers. 
Black ................ $52.99    Camo ..............$61.99

Big Game Climbing Sticks
Constructed of solid steel, the Ascender Climbing 
System has extra wide (11”) steps for increased 
stability during the climb. Comes in five sections, 
with 5 cam-buckle straps, 20’ tall (48” per section), 
Capacity 300lbs, Weighs only 33lbs. 
CS100P ....................................................$99.99 

Tree Stand Skirt
Attaches quickly and easily, 
Use with all ladder stands, No 
tools needed, Hides move-
ment from game, Adds insula-
tion, 60”x144”, 3-D is 60”x96”.
AP9952...................... $16.99

Big Umbrella
Hub style design allows for 
quick and easy installation, 
Durable weather resis-
tant fabric, 67” wide x 53” 
deep, Six tie-down strings, 
Includes carry case.
CR5056 ................$29.99

Scout

Fat Boy

Double Gun

HME Bow Hanger
Machined mounting screw, Holds 
your bow, Includes two accessory 
hooks, Extends to 20 in. and folds flat. 
HMEFBH ..................................$5.99
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Bone Collector Blind
Michael Waddell’s Bone Collec-
tor Blind features vertical window 
technology, shoot-through camo 
mesh with gun port, and Realtree 
AP camo. The carbon-enhanced 
fabric helps eliminate scent, 
shine & excess noise. “This blind 
definitely changes the way I will 
hunt in the future. It ROCKS!” 
- Michael Waddell
• Rugged Hub-Style Construction
• Stakes & High Wind Tie-Downs
• Backpack carrying case
• 75” x 75” x 69”h
• Pack dimensions: 12” x 46”
• Weighs approx. 20 lbs.
1RX3H013B ...............................................................................$149.99 

Barronet Cool Factor Blind
Fully vented hub blind, keeps you cooler 
on hot days. Testing revealed that the tem-
perature inside a blind can exceed outside 
temperatures by up to 40 degrees. With 
the Cool Factor, there is 3 times less tem-
perature rise, making blind hunting in hot 
weather a whole lot more comfortable.
CF275BT (Woodland Camo) ...... $219.99 
CF275BB (Blades Camo) ........... $219.99

Rivers Edge 2-Man Bowman 
The first 2-man treestand designed for bowhunt-
ers, Puts both hunters tight against the tree, 
Platform is 69” x 31”, TearTuff mesh seats are 
silent, durable, comfortable and flip up inde-
pendently for full platform use. Height 19’ 9”. 
RE636...................................................... $299.99 

Rivers Edge Grip Stick
Stability and traction for both feet, Offers a fast, 
agile, and portable climbing option. Climb more 
securely with a permanent non-slip coating on the 
top of each step that won’t rub off or wear out. 32” 
long, Weight 4lbs. Capacity 300lb, Sold individually.
RE718........................................................ $14.99 

Primos Double Bull Double Wide
A Double Wide zipperless door for silent entry even with gear on. Equipped 
with the patented Double Bull power hub framework system, it is easy to set 
up and extremely solid. Includes oversized carrying bag,180 degree full front 
view with Silent Slide Window adjustment system, Double Bull cotton/poly 
canvas with a no sheen finish, New SS Hook Blind Windows are silent and 
secure, Lifetime Warranty for quality and service that keeps you covered, 
Perfect size for 2 bow hunters or 2+ gun hunters, Replaceable shoot through 
mesh window panels, Hub to Hub is 77”, Height 70”, Weight 22 lbs (approxi-
mate weight with bag), Floor 60” x 60”.
Ground Blind Chair - 300lb capacity, All Steel, weighs 6.5lb.
Double Bull Blind 60060.............................................................. $349.99
Ground Blind Chair 60084 ............................................................ $38.99
Blind Stakes 60086 .......................................................................... $9.99
Brush Lock Brush Netting 60089 ................................................. $21.99

Ameristep Bone Collector Chair
Powder coated steel frame construction, Rugged weath-
er resistant and noise reducing NS3 fabric, Padded 
backrest, Seat height 17”, Rated For: 225 lbs., Weighs 
4 lbs. Realtree AP.
AP30105C .................. $17.99

30-06 2nd Man Hoist Kit
Setting up and taking down a tree stand is now 
a 1 man job. Stakes plant in the ground and 
keeps the ladder stand from sliding. Ratchet 
easily cranks up treestand. 600-lb. rated 
winch and bracket, Pair of ground swivel pegs, 
25’ winch strap, Tree stand tether strap. 
30062NDMANHD ..............................$79.99

Tree Stand Up
Put up your ladder stand with ease, Keeps 
legs from sliding out, Sturdy nylon material, 
Fits almost all ladder stands (1” diameter). 
TSUDESU003 ................................ $22.99

Ameristep Tree Steps
A tapered self-tapping threaded point makes 
these one-piece rod-type steps easy to in-
stall. They are deeply knurled for safe climb-
ing and strength-tested to 1,100 pounds.
AP101C ............................................. $1.69

Ameristep Swivel Chair      
Aluminum Construction, 13.75” x 13” x 15-18” High, 
Rugged Weather-Resist Poly/Fabric, Rated For: 200 
lbs, Weighs 2½ lbs. 
3RG1A015........................................................ $17.99
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Game Plan Bow Bat
Carries your bow and replaces 
your hunting backpack at the 
same time, Adds valuable protec-
tion to your bow and then attaches 
to the tree or blind for easy ac-
cess. #10 zippers for maximum 
durability, Expansion panel for ex-
tra storage space, Interior pockets 
with elastic loops for organization, 
Deep front mesh pocket for quick 
and easy access.
BWBTAP ......................... $94.99

Primos Neoprene Bow Sling
Protects your cams, cables and strings so your 
bow will stay in top shape. A must have when the 
terrain gets rough. Your hands are free to climb 
hills or scan the terrain with your binoculars. Meets 
state laws requiring bow slings during transport. 
Fits all bows 28″ to 38″ ATA, Fits all parallel limb 
bows, Protects your cams, cables and strings, 
Wide shoulder strap to reduce slipping, Avail-
able in Realtree Xtra camo. Bow not included.
PR65617................................................$29.99

Hurricane Target
Features deer vitals that are positioned 
off-center so they don’t line up with aim 
points on the front of target.
60450 (20x20x10) .......................$39.99
60700 (25x25x12) .......................$49.99
60800 (28x28x12) .......................$69.99

Gen-Z Target
The Block GenZ was designed specifically with 
the young archer in mind, The open layered de-
sign allows for easy penetration and can stop 
both field tips and broadheads, Easy arrow re-
moval for more shooting and less downtime.It is 
intended for bows of 40 pounds of draw weight or 
less. 18” x 16” x 7.5”.
56600....................................................$29.99

Barnett Vortex Lite Youth Bow
The versatile archery bow that will grow with your young ar-
cher, Delivers hours of shooting fun and will provide your be-
ginner hunting enthusiast an opportunity in the woods. Stan-
dard draw weights from 18 - 29 lbs, Adjustable draw modules 
(22”-25”) included for a quick and easy change without a bow 
press. Includes arrows, pin sight, quiver and finger rollers, 
Meets ATA/AMO standards and has an 
adjustable 60-70% let off. 
BC1109 (Bow Only)...................$89.99

.30-06 46” Soft Bow Case
Padded lightweight design for 

most standard sized com-
pounds and some paral-
lel bows, 46” x 2” x 16.5”,  

34” Arrow Pocket, Black.
P100 .............................................$18.99

GamePlan Passthrough 
Foam “block and strap” for custom 

bow fit, Large tricot lined pockets 
for binoculars, Zippered mesh 
pocket, Neoprene shoulder pad, 
Fits bows up to 39” axle-to-axle.
GGBWANAPX ................ $99.99

Plano Ultra
Ultra-Compact Bow Case with 

patented PillarLock system, 
adjustable tie-down straps, 

arrow holders, and a molded 
handle. Black. 6 lbs. 41”x15”x4.75”
110900 ............................. $39.99

SKB iSeries 4217
Custom foam insert for se-
cure protection of your gear. 
Water-jet cut foam arrow sys-
tem holds up to a dozen ar-
rows is included. 41”x15.5”x5”
SB3i4217PL ........... $245.99
Camo Wrap .............. $32.99

Infinite Edge 
For maximum adjustability and unlimited value, Diamond Ar-
chery has released the Infinite Edge. It features an incredible 
draw length range of 13-30 inches and draw weight range from 
5-70 pounds to provide dependability throughout an archer’s 
development. The Infinite Edge also comes with an infinite draw 
setting for training programs, first time shooters, or bowfishers.
The package includes a 3-Pin Apex Sight, Hostage XL Arrow 
Rest, Octane DeadLock Lite Quiver, tube peep sight and a BCY 
String Loop, Realtree APG.
APG Camo Package .................................................$359.99 
Pink Camo Package .................................................$379.99
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IQ MICRO SIGHT
IQ revolutionary Retina Lock Alignment Technology puts you in perfect 
alignment for every shot. This sophisticated technology provides in-
stant feedback that will identify even the slightest torque or anchor point 
change. Using this sight will force proper form, build confidence and, most 
important, extend your effective range by 20 yards+ guaranteed! 
IQ Sight 3-Pin .....................$139.99   5-Pin ..............................$139.99
IQ Sight 7-Pin ............................................................................$149.99
IQ Sight Light ..............................................................................$19.99

Hoyt Ignite
Ignite is the perfect HOYT bow that does it all 
for that growing bowhunter. Ignite features 
an incredible 19 to 30 inch draw range with 
one cam and an astounding 15 to 70 pounds 
draw weight, all in one bow. Legendary 
HOYT reliability. Low-torque grip. Tech Riser 
and Split Limb technology. Ignite is packed 
with features to start them right, shoot their 
best and keep up as they grow - all at an 
unbelievable price. Let your archery passion 
catch fire with Ignite. 28” axle-to-axle, 300fps, 
8” brace height, 3.6lbs, Includes 3 pin sight, 
4 arrow quiver, Whisker Biscuit arrow rest. 
ZR125 Package ...........................$399.99

NAP KillZone 2”
No O-rings, Spring clip design, Rear de-
ploying blades, Includes practice tip, 3-pk.
60996 (Cut on Contact 100gr) ...................$39.99
60810 (Cut on Contact 125gr) ...................$39.99
60830 (Cut on Contact Deep Six 100gr)...$39.99
60997 (Trophy Tip 100gr) ..........................$39.99

NAP Shockwave
The best NAP Mechanical broadhead with an O-ring 
blade retention. Tri-vex point cuts on contact. .030” 
stainless steel blades for a strong cut while remaining 
economical. 1 1/4” cutting diameter, Flies like a field-tip.
60265 (100gr)..............................................$19.99

DA Torch (340, 400) ......... $89.99 (6)

Pink ION (500) .................. $49.99 (6)

FMJ Injexion (340, 400) ... $94.99 (6)

HEXX FMJ (340)............... $69.99 (6)

BowFire (340, 400) .......... $69.99 (6)

PorkChop (340, 400) ....... $41.49 (6)

Carbon Storm
Economical Carbon Arrows to fit 
any budget, Great for hunting or for 
target shooting, A favorite for hog 
hunting, All black carbon arrow with 
dark green Storm logo with 2” high 
performance vanes (various colors).
Straightness +/- .006
Weight tolerance +/- 2.0 gr
ESSTORM (6) ....................$29.99 

NAP Apache Stabilizer
Proprietary dampening materials 

snuff out vibration and silence 
your bow. The 8” stabilizer 

system comes with a 5” 
base stabilizer and a re-

movable 3” long, 2 oz car-
bon fiber accessory bar to balance your bow.
Black ............. $36.99      Camo ......... $46.99

Hoyt Charger
The Charger is a lightweight, high-perfor-
mance, loaded bow that won’t empty your 
wallet. Fully loaded with exclusive Hoyt 
technologies and is also available in a 
high-performance FUSE Accessory pack-
age option that includes a top quality sight, 
quiver, stabilizer, rest, wrist sling and peep 
sight. Everything you need to hit the hunt-
ing trail running, without emptying your 
wallet. 31” axle to axle, 325fps, 3.8lbs, 
Package includes Sight, Quiver, Whisker 
biscuit, Stabilizer, Bow sling and Peep 
sight. Hoyt bows are available in store only. 
RTH Package.............................$699.99
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Curved capture bar for more versatility, Advanced 
vibration technology, No bounce back guaran-
teed, CNC aluminum. 
HDX Black ............................................ $115.99
HDX Camo ............................................ $127.99 
HDX Red or Pink .................................. $127.99

 
Fall away arrow rest keeps your arrow fully con-
tained, Drop dead internal brake system elimi-
nates bounce back. Made in the USA. 
Black ....................................................... $87.99
Camo....................................................... $92.99
S.O.S ....................................................... $87.99 

Power Shot
Features the NEW Ballistix CoPolymer Sys-
tem, Windage and elevation adjustment, 
Reference marks, Custom rubber boots si-
lence arrow loading, Ambidextrous. 
AWB600M .......................................$46.99 

Quick Shot
Windage adjustment, Composite-encased 
biscuit - 150% stronger than previous 
models, Reference marks, Custom rubber 
boots silence arrow loading, Ambidextrous. 
AWB100M .......................................$38.99 

Kill Shot
Composite encased, Reference marks, 
Windage and elevation adjustment, Rubber 
boots silence arrow loading, Ambidextrous.
AWB500M (Black) ......................... $42.99 
AWB501M (Pink) ........................... $45.99
AWB502M (Red) ............................ $45.99 
AWB504M (Orange) ...................... $45.99

Revolution
Designed for quick and easy setup. Pro-
vides the greatest level of clearance re-
gardless of fletching size. Black.
ADA100 (R or L) ......................$34.99
ADA200R (Micro Adjust) ........$74.99 

React One
React technology accurately 
predicts what each pin gap 
will be after setting 2 pins.
TRAS501R10 .........$169.99 

Range Rover
Brightest 1-pin sight, Glow in 
the dark shooter ring, Ambi-
dextrous, Tritum TFO pin.
TG6102B ................. $99.99 

HHA Optimizer Lite Cadet
One pin design gives young archers a single pin to focus 
on, Great for teaching archers how to adjust for distances, 
100% machined aluminum, Indestructible .019 Armor pin, 
Lightweight - only 5oz.
HHAOLCD.................................................................$56.99 

Covert 1 Sight
New! Quick change pin sight, 
Change size/color in seconds, 
.010” & .019” green included.
AG2311B .................. $115.99 

Delta Black OPS
Shoot broadheads or fieldtips, 
Outer foam shooting area and 
inner layered foam for maxi-
mum durability, 20”x18”x10” 
12 lbs.
DT20760 .................... $89.99 

Trophy Ridge Revolution 2
Beefed up windage and elevation adjustments, 
More vane clearance and launcher arm can be 
swapped for color arms, Laser engraved refer-
ence markings. Right Handed.
ADA105R .............................................$65.99

Field tip accuracy, Razor sharp, 
Whisper quiet, No moving parts, 
No set screws, No rubber bands, 
No clips, Chisel tip, 8 Models to 
choose from. Comes in packs of 3.
Your Choice .................... $39.99 

18-in-1
18 vivid target zones made 
of self healing foam can 
take thousands of shots 
and is guaranteed for a full 
year. Shoot field points and 
broadheads at this target, 
15” x 15” x 15”, 14 lbs. 
18110 ....................$109.99
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Tru-Fire Edge Pink
Adult pink camo Evolution foldback buckle strap, 
over 1” length adjustment that locks in place.
TFEGBFP .....................................................$54.99

Tru-Fire Edge 4 Finger
Super-smooth 360° head rotation, Fluid trigger with 
adjustable tension, Thumb knob. Anodized aluminum 
handle, Small jaws works with small string loops. 
TFEG4C .......................................................$89.99

Scott Mongoose XT
Single caliper design which gives you crisp trig-
ger activation and reliable performance. ShutDown 
self-closing spring-loaded jaw so you are always in 
shooting mode. Realtree AP.
3009BS2CA .................................................$74.99

Swhacker Broadheads
Two sets of blades, First cuts the hide and ribs, then 
main blades open inside body cavity for lethal dam-
age, 100gr. 2”cutting dia. 3-pack.
SWH207 .......................................................$34.99

Yo Buddy
Lightweight, Self healing 
ultra foam, Anatomically 
correct and actual size, 
Shoot broadheads or field-
points, No stakes needed. 
Boar ..................$112.99
Whitetail............. $69.99

Rage Cage Quiver
Compact, low-profile and ultra-lightweight 
that’s designed specifically to hold five arrows 
equipped with Rage or other mechanical broad-
heads. 8oz. SnapTrap silent snap on/off design.
RG32200 (Black) ................................ $42.99
RG32600 (Camo) ................................ $49.99

Livewire Descent System
Emergency fall descent 
system, Webbing de-

signed to release slowly 
bringing you down to the 

ground. 25’ max 
length, Pouch 
7” x 5” x 1.5”.

Live20 (115-200 lb.) ................................. $49.99
Live30 (200-300 lb.)................................. $49.99

Lifeline
Attach your tether to the 
carabiner with Prussic knot 

and slide the knot as you 
go up or down the tree. 
Knot is ready to stop any 

fall. 30’ of rope.
LLS ...... $39.99     LLS2C (2 People) ......$49.99

Safety Harness
Shoulder straps are pad-
ded for all day comfort. 
Fall arrest harness in-
cludes tree belt, line-
man’s belt and SRD strap. 
Quick-release buckles on 
leg straps make adjust-
ing harness fast and easy. 
One size fits most, Weight 
limit 300 lb. max.
CR65V ................ $42.99

Tru-Fire Patriot
Padded black nylon Power Strap Easy ON / Easy 
OFF, Junior size fits the smallest of hands like youth 
and petite women, Ambidextrous.
TFPT (Adult) / TFPTJR (Youth) ..............$16.99ea

GlenDel Buck 
The size of a 200lb, 150 
class buck, Use field points, 
broadheads and mechani-
cal broadheads, Self-heal-
ing foam body, Easy arrow 
removal, 4 sided PolyFu-
sion insert, 34” at shoulder.
FL71000 ............. $149.99 

THP Back Seat Bow Sling
Easily transport your bow. Easy to install and takes only sec-
onds to insert/remove your bow. Large pocket for accessories, 
Quiver and arrows can stay attached, Fits any bucket or con-
sole style seat with a headrest, Heavy duty codura material.
BBS3988 ......................................................................$24.99

Rage Xtreme Hypodermic
Aerodynamic, compact design offers more pen-
etration than any Rage to date, 3-pack.
39000 (Deep Six 100gr) ...................... $44.99
39100 (Standard 100gr) ...................... $44.99

Rage 2-Blade
SlipCam Guarantees a fully deployed 2in. cut-
ting diameter, O-ring retention, 3-pack.
31000 (Standard 100gr) ...................... $33.99
31100 (Chisel Tip 100gr) ..................... $39.99
44000 (SS 1.5” 100gr) ......................... $39.99

Rage 3-Blade Kore
No blade binding like other mechanicals. Sleek 
new design that flies like a fieldtip. Razor sharp 
Stainless Steel blades, 3/4” flight diameter, 1.75” 
cutting diameter, 100 gr. 3-Pack. Made in USA.
39300.................................................... $44.99

Rage Xtreme
2.3-inch cutting diameter, Penetrates more 
than any other blade with larger entry and exit 
wounds, Shock collar retention, 3-pack.
51000 (Standard 100gr) ...................... $42.99
55100 (Chisel Tip 100gr) .................... $42.99

Padded Straps &
Quick Release Buckles
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Truglo 4x32 Scope
Waterproof, Fogproof, 4” 

eye relief, Fully coated 
lenses, Windage and el-

evation, Lifetime warranty.
TG8504B3 ................... $49.99

Nikon Bolt XR 3x32
Fully Multi-coated optics, 
Zero-reset turrets, Water, 

Fog and Shockproof. 
          NK8461 ................ $169.99

Rage X-Bow C.O.C
Flies like a field-tip, 2” cutting 
dia., 3/4” flight diameter, Cut on 
contact, 2 blade, 125 gr. 3-Pack.
54000 .............................$39.99 

#1 Rated - Spitfire
Designed for crossbows up to 
400fps, Ultra sharp Diamize 
blades for precise cuts, Micro-
grooved slimline ferrule increas-
es accuracy, Hardened trophy 
tip. 125gr. 3-Pack.
60697 ........................... $32.99

Soft Bow Case
Soft sided case offers pro-

tection and easy access to 
accessories. Extra pockets 
for quiver and accessories. 

17083 ..................... $49.99

Crank
For use with Barnett’s 
Quad limb crossbows, Full 
stock integration, Right or 

left hand, 16 lb. tension.
17031 ........................... $99.99

Rope Cocker
Rope/pulley design reduces 
the cocking effort by 50%, 
while providing consistent 
string alignment.
AL755 .........................$12.99

Delta Discharge
Designed for bolts with target 
point or blunt end. Filled with 
synthetic filler. Carry handle 
and flat bottom for sitting.  
12”x12”x12”, 15 lbs.
70668.........................$19.99

Barnett Lady Raptor FX
Show the guys you are a better huntress and look good doing it! The 
Raptor FX is a perfect beginner or small frame crossbow. Adjustable 
stock pad for precise fit, CROSS-WIRE string and cable, High en-
ergy cam system, Finger reminders and passthrough foregrip, Light-
weight composite stock, 330 FPS, 150lb draw, 97 ft-lbs energy, 12.5” 
power stroke, 6.5lbs, 34.25” L, 18” W, Includes 4x32 multi reticle 
scope, Quiver, Rope cocking device, 3 - 20” Headhunter bolts.
78629 .................................................................................$399.99

Barnett Raptor FX
More than capable of dropping the biggest game, the Raptor FX is 
a perfect beginner or small frame crossbow. Adjustable stock pad 
for precise fit, CROSS-WIRE string and cable, High energy cam 
system, Finger reminders and passthrough foregrip, Lightweight 
composite stock, 330 FPS, 150lb draw, 97 ft-lbs energy, 12.5” power 
stroke, 6.5lbs, 34.25” length, 18” width, 20” bolt, Includes 4x32 multi 
reticle scope, Quiver, Rope cocking device, 3 - 20” Headhunter bolts.
78635 ................................................................................ $399.99

Barnett Penetrator
Patented magnesium STR riser and GAM composite stock combine 
to form a sleek, low profile design. High energy cam system and 
premium CROSS-WIRE string and cable produce bombing speeds 
up to 350 fps. The ADF trigger system has a 3.5lb trigger pull. Shoot 
though foot stirrup. 350 fps, 175lb draw, 116 ft lbs energy, 12” pow-
er stroke, 8.6lbs, 37” L, 24” W, Includes 4x32 scope, Quiver, Rope 
cocking device, and 3 - 20” Headhunter bolts, Next G1 Camo.
78401 .................................................................................$499.99

Ghost 410
Only 7.3 pounds and 
19 7/8” Axle to Axle, 
Carbonlite Riser Tech-

nology (CRT) shifts the balance point away 
from the riser and back to the shoulder of the 
shooter. The riser boasts an incredible 5-to-
1 safety factor and provides the perfect bal-
ance of weight and speed. 410 FPS, 185lb 
draw, 149 ft-lbs energy, 15.375” power stroke, 
7.2lbs, 37.375” length, Includes illuminated 3x32 
scope, quiver, rope cocking device, 3 - 22” bolts. 
78220 ....................................................$999.99

Ghost 360
Barnett’s lightest bow, 
at only 7.0 lbs you’ll be 
able to shoulder and 

hold better accuracy with little effort. Carbon 
Riser Technology (CRT) moves the center of 
gravity back to the end of the stock. Shoulders 
with great comfort, 360 FPS, 165lb draw, 115 
ft-lbs energy, 14” power stroke, 7.0lbs, 36” 
length, Package includes illuminated 3x32 
scope, quiver, rope cocking device and 3 - 20” 
Headhunter bolts.
78631 ..................................................$599.99

Vengeance Crossbow
Reverse draw configuration, the limb pockets were moved 
closer to the trigger assembly and the limbs face forward, 
shifting the center of gravity closer to the shooter’s body. The 
43% reduction in front-end weight shifts the balance point to 
the shoulder. CarbonLite Riser assembly reduces weight with-
out compromising strength or accuracy. Metal injected trigger, 

Aluminum flight track, 365 FPS, 140 lbs, 126 FT-LBS energy, 18 in power stroke, 7.9lbs, 34.25” L, 24” 
W, Includes illuminated 3x32 scope, Quiver, Rope cocking device, 3 - 20” Headhunter bolts.
78205 ...................................................................................................................................$899.99
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SKB Crossbow Case
Designed to fit most cross bow 
set ups including reverse limbs, 
the Roto Crossbow Case is con-
structed of a heavy duty rotational 
molded plastic for superior strength 
and style, Two piece nesting de-
sign, ATA Approved for airline trav-
el, TSA lockable latches. Interior 
40”x30”x11”, Weight 30lbs.
SB2SKBRCC ................. $274.99

TenPoint Titan Xtreme
The combination of the Fusion Lite stock and a 
narrow, 18.5-inch bow assembly when cocked, 
powered by 180-pound field-tested HL limbs 
and XR wheels; elevates TenPoint’s long-stand-
ing workhorse model to thoroughbred status.  
333 FPS, 180 lbs, 12.6” Power Stroke, 7.3lbs, 38” 
Length, 21.6” Width, 20” bolt length. Includes 3x 
Pro-View 2 Scope, Quiver, 3 - Tenpoint aluminum 
bolts, Instructional DVD, Window sticker. 
TENC120476521 (AcuDraw 50) .........$699.99
TENC120476522 (AcuDraw Crank) ...$769.99

Muzzy Trocar
Engineered for undisputed tough-
ness and accuracy, Solid-steel fer-
rule, Razor-sharp .035 helix blades 
with fieldpoint accuracy, 1 3/16” 
cutting diameter. 3-pack.
MY290 (100gr) .................. $26.99
MY291 (Deep Six 100gr) .. $29.99
MY292 (100gr - X-Bow) .... $26.99
MY293 (125gr - X-Bow) .... $26.99

Browning Mirage Blind
The Mirage allows you to hunt with a 360 de-
gree viewing area so you’re always aware of 
your surroundings. 600D fabric, Aluminum 
hubs with steel tips and pins, Strong and flex-
ible fiberglass poles, Oversized #10 zippers, 
Reinforced corners for long-term durability, 
Includes bow hanger, 59”x59”x66” Tall, 19 lbs, 
Realtree Xtra.
5954105.............................................$169.99

G5 Montec Broadheads
One solid piece of 100% stainless steel. Made 
with patented Monoflow Technology which is 
unsurpassed in accuracy durability and penetra-
tion. Features strong multi-tapered diamond cut 
blades with a cut-on-impact nose and that are 
easy to  resharpen for multiple uses, 3-Pack.
Silver (85, 100, 125gr) ............... $32.99 
Pink (85, 100gr) ......................... $32.99 
Pre-Season (85, 100, 125gr) ..... $24.99

Nockturnal Nocks
More affordable and lighter in weight than most other lighted nocks. String 
activated linear switch that is protected deep within the nock and will not 
turn on or off inadvertently. Battery lasts over 20 hours. Made of clear plas-
tic for maximum light transmission - can be seen for hundreds of yards. 
Speed saving ultra-light design only 20 grains TOTAL weight, most other 
lighted nocks weigh 25% - 50% more! 3 per pack. Starting at .......$23.99

FMJ BOLT 20”, 22”...............$10.99ea

ICS X-bow Hunter 20”, 22” .... $5.99ea

XX-75 Magnum 20”, 22” ........ $3.99ea

HeadHunter 20”, 22” ...............$7.49ea

Available Colors:
Blue / Green / Pink / Red

Barnett Recruit
An introductory bow with advanced features, Anti-dry-fire 
safety, Injection mold trigger, CNC machined rail, Finger remind-
ers, CROSS-WIRE string/cable. 300 fps, 130lb draw, 80ft lbs en-
ergy, 12.5” power stroke, 6.5lbs, 34.5”L, 16”W, 20” bolt. Includes 
Red dot sight, Quiver, Rope cocker, 3 20” bolts.
78610............................................................................$299.99

Crossover Pack
Free your hands and save 
your back, Padded hip 
belt helps distribute the 
load, It will also carry your 
muzzleloader, a bow, or a 
shotgun for turkey season, 
APG Camo.
STBKAPG ...........$94.99
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Underbrush BugMaster
3-D Leaf Cut Strips break up outline and con-
ceal movement, Elastic Waistband on pants, 

Bug Blocking No-See-Um Mesh con-
struction, Patented Visor Pro Head 
Cover with adjustable face screen, 
Full Zippered Front on jacket, Con-
venient Storage Pockets for easy 

access, Adjustable Draw Cord on jacket bot-
tom, All materials are durable, snag resistant 
& washable lightweight, Bug Blocking No-See-
Um Mesh construction, Realtree HD camo.
S/M - Waist 23-35”, Chest to 41”, Inseam 32”
L/XL - Waist 25-41”, Chest to 45”, Inseam 35”
2/3XL - Waist  50- 58”, Chest  to  58”, Inseam  33”
BugMaster 2pc Suit ............................$47.99

Estate High Velocity Steel
Reliable primers and special propellants pro-
vide the highest velocity, High density plastic 
shot cup and corrosion resistant shot produc-
es patterns up to 90% at 40 yards. Moisture 
resistant plastic case. 25-rounds.
Various Loads .............. Starting at $14.99

Remington Hypersonic
1700 FPS, The World’s fastest hardest hitting 
steel, Puts more pellets in the head and neck 
for quicker kills and fewer misses, Xelerator 
wad and hotter primer ignites a small charge 
in the chamber and moves the entire payload 
forward slightly to control pressure. 25-rounds.
HSS12MB (12ga 3” 1.3oz BB) ..........$25.99

Black Cloud Ammo
More devastating wound channels and fewer 
lost waterfowl. For the everyday, die-hard 
duck/goose hunter. 25 shells per box. Steel.
PWB1463 12 ga. #3 1oz. ..................$16.99

Hevi Metal
More lethal than steel, 20% tighter groups 
at 40yds than any steel ammunition, Deep 
penetrating, sharp edged pellets. Available 
in 20 ga. 3”, and 12 ga. 2 3/4”, 3” or 3 1/2”.  
25 shells per box.
Starting at ........................................ $24.99 

Polar Max Base Layer
Featuring Acclimate Dry fab-

ric, the Base Layer collection 
contains micro fibers that are 
cuddly soft to keep you toasty 
and dry during any outdoor 
cold weather activity. Shirt 
and pants sold separately. 
Men’s, Women’s and Youth 
sizes available.
Starting At .................. $9.99

Mr. Heater
Portable heat anytime anywhere, Safety tip 
over shutoff, Low oxygen shutoff, Battery or 
A/C power, Low/Med/Hi controls, Easy carry 
handle, Heavy duty safety wire guard.
F21500 Little Buddy....................... $64.99
F232000 Portable Buddy ............... $92.99
F232035 Hunting Buddy.............. $124.99
F274800 Big Buddy ..................... $139.99

Hardcore Blind Bag
High Impact Waterproof Bottom, 
Compact Design, Padded Foam 
Sides, Thermos of Beverage 
Pocket, External accessory pock-
et with 5 loop choke tube holder, 
Two Zippered Waterproof pock-
ets, One zippered mesh pocket, 

Non-slip shoulder strap, Easy Grip Handle, Easy opening/closing zippers.
HDC032000004 ............................................................................... $54.99

Hardcore Texas Rig Decoy Bag
Designed for Texas Decoy Rigs, Added flotation pro-
tects decoys from the elements, Quick & easy load-
ing and unloading, Patent Pending.
HDC023000038 ............................................ $84.99
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MOJO FlyAway Feeder
If you want to shoot ducks, make your 

decoy spread look natural. This 
butt-up motion decoy features a 

self contained unit utilizing Mojo’s 6v 
rechargeable battery mounted in the 
bottom of the decoy for both stability 
and balance. Uses a specifically de-
signed water pump and Mojo’s on/

off cycler to produce ripples simulating 
real feeding ducks. Includes battery 
charger. Decoy weight not included.
MJ9002................................... $89.99

MOJO Mallard Drake or Hen
The MOJO Mallard has magnetically connected 
coreplast wings (no more thumb screws) which 
turn faster, are quieter and give longer battery life 
to the user friendly spinning wing decoy, Includes 
4-ft support pole, 6-volt battery, charger and 
charging adapter. 
HW2107 (Drake) ................................... $129.99
HW2108 (Hen) ...................................... $129.99

Flextone Supernatural Duck Call
Double reed, Larger port hole for close range calls, Laser engraved 
brushed aluminum band, Soft touch body, Realtree AP Black Camo.
DUCK25 ............................................ $19.99

MOJO Teal Decoy
Greenwing drake with wings that turn 
twice as fast as other decoys, Comes 
with a 3 piece support pole and features 
the famous MOJO Direct Drive System 
that can run for up to 16 hours on 4 AA 
batteries (not included). Note: MOJO 
Teal is not remote capable.
HW8101.................................... $54.99

Hardcore Mallard Decoys
One dozen floating mallard decoys with feather 
tracking, a wide base for smooth rides and realism 
that will give the hunter every chance for success. 
Includes 12 un-rigged mallards.
012000001................................................$49.99 

Hardcore Duck Decoys
Floating mallard decoys, Textured with the exact 
feather tracking that is found on live mallards. Have 
a wide base for smooth rides on any body of water 
and a bird’s eye view. The package includes 2 resting 
drakes, 1 active drake, 2 resting hens and 1 surface 
feeder hen giving the hunter decoys that will help make 
every hunt successful. Features in-depth feather track-
ing, angled pain process, wide base carving, remov-
able keel, and fingered grip keel for accurate decoy 
placement. Includes 36” Texas Rigs with 4oz. weights.

012050002 (Green-wing Teal - 6 Pack) ..............................................................................$59.99 
012000008 (Mallards - 6 Pack)  ..........................................................................................$69.99 
012040002 (Wood Ducks - 6 Pack)  ...................................................................................$69.99 

Lucky Junior Duck Decoy
Endorsed by the Duck Commanders! A full sized 
decoy, Durable plastic wings with a magnetic con-
nection, Wing design extends the battery life, 3 
piece stake, Runs on 4 AA batteries, 12-16 hour 
battery life, Remote control compatible (sold sepa-
rately).
200124..................................................... $44.99 

PVC Decoy Cord
200’ of tangle proof PVC cord for rigging duck decoys,
Decoy crimps, 24pk, Black anodized Aluminum.
Decoy Cord (WWDCPVC2)............................ $8.99
PVC Crimp (WWDC) ...................................... $5.99 

Face Paint
The first camouflage face coloring system en-
gineered and patented to simultaneously apply 
a high definition camouflage pattern quickly, 
evenly and accurately where needed, Easily 
removes with paper towel.
AP HD or Mossy Oak Infinity ..............$5.49

Canada Goose
Flexible barrel improves tone, volume 
and back pressure, Make sounds of 
multiple geese and double cluck with 
ease. Realtree.
GOOS01 .............................. $19.99

Camo Duck Hunter
Arkansas style call is easy and versa-
tile, Soft flexible barrel and bell mimics 
soft tissue for realistic tones.
DUCK07 Double Reed ............$7.99
DUCK08 Single Reed.....$7.99

30-06 Floating Case
52” Floating Shotgun Waterfowl 
Case, Scope height 7.5”, Velcro fold 
over end, Adjustable shoulder strap.
52FGC ................................ $16.99
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Mojo Voodoo Dove Decoy
Put the “magic” on them, Magnetically connect-
ed wings, Runs up to 16 hours on a single set 
of 4 AA batteries (not included), Includes steel 
support pole.
HW2300...............................................$39.99

Mojo Wind Dove Decoy
MOJO is the world leader in spinning decoys 
and now offers the popular dove decoy in a air 
driven version. Spins with the slightest wind. 
Utilizes the popular patented breast peg and 
included support pole. Realistic and effective 
with MOJO dependability.
HW7201................................................ $14.99

Pursuit Game Call
Dual speakers for intensified volume, ORION 
online library of FREE sounds, 1GB of stor-
age, 200 sounds, Long range, 250 yard glow 
in the dark LCD remote, Only 1.75 lbs. with 

batteries, Digital 3D camo weatherproof design, Select-a-speaker feature, 
Low battery indicator, External speaker jack and decoy jack, Plays all MP3 
and WAV sound recordings, 6 AA batteries & 1 9V battery (not included).
WRCPURSUIT ...............................................................................$134.99

FoxPro Hellfire Game Calls
Weight is less than 3 lbs, and includes 75 
sounds (holds 200). High power horn speaker, 
USB port, External speaker jack for even more 
sound, Charging jack, and an Aux. jack for 
running an approved remote decoy. Change 

sounds with the remote, Control the volume/mute/pause, Two custom sound 
presets, Aux. button, Recall button, Runs on 10 AA batteries, 3 year limited 
warranty, Made in USA.
HF1 (Green) .........$329.99       HFC1 (Skull Camo - Shown) .....$379.99

Shadow Hunter
Silent 360° swivel seat equipped 
with a sturdy base and TechMesh 
fabric Independently adjustable 
legs and large swivel feet position 
on uneven ground, Adjustable seat 
height 17”-23”, capacity 275 lbs.
8526001..............................$79.99

Birdshot Chair
Extra wide seat, Powder coated 
steel frame, Built-in cooler under 
seat to keep your lunch and bev-
erages cold, Also serves as a car-
rying system for your birds. Decoy 
pockets on front, Carry strap.
8432000..............................$29.99

Alps Game Belt
4 Pockets, 2 Large shell pockets, 1 Game bag 
pocket, 1 Water bottle pocket, Pockets can be 
removed or adjusted for personal preference & 
easy cleaning, Pockets use magnets for easy 
access, Vinyl mesh game bag, Vinyl mesh water 
bottle pocket. 
9411400 (Next Camo)........................... $27.99

Estate Shotgun Shells
Each shell features progressive-burning powder 
for consistent pressure and velocity, uniform 
primers, hard shot for superior patterns and 
game-stopping punch and a specially designed 
wad for an excellent gas seal, High quality plas-
tic hull with plated metal head for strength.
Various Loads (25 Rounds) .................. $6.99

Big Game Swivel Seat
5-gallon pail swivel seat top with cushion swiv-
els 360 degrees, Snaps onto any standard 
5-gallon pail (not included).
BIGGS0205 ............................................$9.99

Outdoor Edge Game Shears
Make easy work out of field dressing birds, small 
game and fish, 420 Stainless steel, Includes 
sheath. 
OESC100 .............................................$14.99

Walls Dove Vest
Constructed of cotton/polyester blend fab-
ric and polyester mesh. Features elastic shell 
loops on the front, Front yoke recoil pads and 
a rear loading game bag, Great entry-level vest 
for dove hunters.
38950APX ...........................................$12.99

Expedite Dove-n-Air Decoy
Random flapping of this decoy’s wings will keep 
bringing them in, Wings remove for easy stor-
age, Requires 3 AA batteries (not included), Run 
time 6-8 hours, Includes ground stake.
69109...................................................$21.99
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Escort Extreme
Comes with a HiViz MagniSight and a free mid-range waterfowl choke tube, 
plus 5 standard choke tubes (F,IM,M,IC,C) Features non-slip grip pads on the 
forend and pistol grip for a superior hold in all weather conditions. SMART 
Valve gas pistons regulate gas blowback, FAST loading systems allow one-
handed round changes without changing aiming position. Extreme shotguns 
feature a magazine cut off switch for quick single or last shell loading. Nickel 
chrome moly-lined barrel is proofed for steel shot. Realtree camo.
12A028R1 (3.0”) Limited Qty ...... $559.99  12A128R1 (3.5”) ...... $749.99

Remington 870 EXP
Features a receiver milled from a solid billet of steel for maximum strength 
and reliability. Non-reflective, black matte metalwork and a no-frills, satin-
finish hardwood stock or black synthetic stock and forend.
Starting at ................................................................................ $349.99

Remington 1187 Sportsman 12 ga.
The Sportsman answers the call with the lethal blend of speed, reliability and 
smooth operation, 28” vent rib barrel, 3” chamber, 4 round capacity, Single 
bead sight, Black synthetic stock.
29879.............................................................................................$679.99

AT-50

AT-250Remote
Wireless remote for Atlas 
AT50 & AT250, Works up 
to 75 yards, Waterproof 
case, Operates 1 trap.
ATWR1 ............ $179.99

Wobbler
Random vertical and hori-
zontal presentations, ATA 
standards, On/off toggle, 
Runs on 12v battery.
ATWBL ............. $799.99

Oscillator
Moves side to side in a 
45 degree arc, ATA stan-
dards, On/off toggle, Runs 
on 12v battery.
ATATA ............... $399.99

2 Wheel Cart
Tote your trap and battery 
almost anywhere, Pneu-
matic tires with ball-bear-
ing wheels, Welded steel 
frame, Pin-type hitch.
ATWC2 ............. $189.99

Atlas Automatic Trap Throwers
Easily create a professional quality trap range at virtually 
any location. Constructed of stainless steel and powered 
by a 12-volt battery (not included). It smoothly launches 
standard clay targets up to 70 yards. A 5-year warranty 
plus a lifetime warranty on the DuraClutch and electrical 
system. Simple, yet reliable electronics causes very low 
battery drain. Heavy-duty construction combines with a 
rust-resistant stainless steel frame and mount to ensure 
years of shooting enjoyment.
• Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Construction
• DuraClutch™ (Lifetime Warranty)
• Direct Drive 
• No Chain or Sprockets
• Aluminum Throwing Arm 
• Polyurethane Strip on Arm
• Dual Axis Adjustments
• Fully Automatic 
• Instant Release 
• Quick Cycle Time
• Push Button Release 
• Cord 25’ (AT50), 75’ (AT250)
• Firing Button Also on Trap
• 30 Amp Pull for 1/4 Cycle
• Made in the USA 
• Throwers shown with optional cart
AT50 ...................................$799.99
AT250 ...............................$1349.99

Mossberg Duck Commander 835/935
Gas system vents excess gas for recoil reduction, 5-choke set (Cyl, IC, 
Mod, IM, Full). Full dip in Realtree Max-5 Camo, Tru-Glo Tru-Bead dual 
color front fiber optic sight, Engraved Duck Commander logo, and an 
American Flag bandana like the one worn by Willie. 
M835/62150 (Pump) ........ $569.99  M935/82037 (Auto) ........ $719.99

Beretta A-300 Outlander
Gas operated semi-auto, 3” chamber, Steelium barrel and self cleaning 
piston, Reversible safety, Stock customizable by adding spacers, Low 
profile action, Lightweight at 7.25lbs, Easily breaks down for cleaning. 
J30TC18  .................................................................................. $749.99
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Remote
Wireless remote for Do-
All traps, Works up to 100 
yards, Single remote oper-
ates 1 trap. Double remote 
operates 2 trap machines.
01SW (single) .......$59.99
02SW (double) ......$99.99

Wobbler
Need a greater shoot-
ing challenge? The wob-
bler offers random vertical 
and horizontal presenta-
tions, Removable plate for 
horizontal movement only, 
Runs on 12v battery.
AWK45 ................ $269.99

Do-All Raven
Handy built in handle and wheels to easily move 
the thrower from your vehicle to your shooting lo-
cation as well as moving the thrower for different 
presentations. Throws 50-80 yards, 50 Target 

auto feeder, 5° to 35° adjustable angles, 25 foot 
corded foot pedal, Uses standard sized clays, 
Adjustable tension spring for adjusting speed and 
distance, ON/OFF/RELEASE switch for easy op-
eration, Remote compatible.
RAV1 ................................................... $329.99

Do-All White Wing
Holds 25 clays and includes a corded foot pedal. 
Throws most any standard size clay (108 mm), 
Safety ring with visual indication of throwing arm 
path, Ultra smooth & efficient, Foot pedal release 
w/ a 25 ft. cord, All cord lengths adjustable by 
adding an extension cord, Pivot adapter allows 
for adjusting target height 5-30 degrees, Consis-
tent 65+ yard range, 25 Target auto feed (65 with 
extension), Runs on 12V marine battery (not in-
cluded), Two second cycle time, 2 year warranty.
DOWW1 ...............................................$299.99

Do-All Double Eagle
Throw Singles AND Doubles, Throws doubles 50+ yds and singles 65+ yds, 90 
Target auto feeder, 5º to 35º Adjustable angles, Foot pedal release, Attachable 
safety ring showing swing range of aluminum throwing arm, Ultra smooth target 
feeding system, Professional grade materials, Extra target brushes with target 
backstop included, Less than 2 seconds cycle time, Targets load directly to throw-
ing arm reducing chances of breakage, Powered by any deep cycle battery (not 
included).
DODE2 (Trap Thrower Only) ..............................................................$449.99
DODE2C (Trap & Remote) ..................................................................$499.99
DODE2C2 (Trap, Remote, Wobbler) ..................................................$699.99

Sonic Boom Target
A mixture that is shot with a bullet traveling at 
2200+ fps. Anything less will not react. Explodes 
on contact, Use only as a shot indicator with sport-
ing firearms. Also available for rimfire (1000fps).
1lb, 2lb & 4lb packs ..............Starting at $6.49

Taylor Targets
We carry a complete as-
sortment for just about 
every caliber. Made in 
the USA with heavy duty 
steel for shot after shot 
performance. Targets 
stake in the ground, 
Search our website for 
‘Taylor Targets’ to see 
the complete line of 
auto-reset and spinning 
targets.
Starting at ........ $24.99

Jitterbug .22 Target
Shoot it and make it flip roll and walk, Tri-fin tar-
get can be shot from any angle, Powder coated 
steel construction, Truly dynamic targeting, 
.17-.22 caliber.
JBT01 ..................................................... $11.99

Trap Limo
Make your trap more por-
table and tote your trap with 
your battery, Pull with an 
ATV or UTV or by hand (trap 
and battery not included).
TL100 .................. $129.99

MAKE IT A
COMBO

AND SAVE
UP TO $80
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EasyBird Auto-Feed 6-Packer
Champion’s largest recreational trap. Enjoy throwing numerous presentations with the Easybird 
6-Packer and optional Oscillating Base. This trap tosses clays fast and smooth and holds enough 
targets for serious shooting without the need to refill the magazine. Removable magazine for com-
pact transportation, Holds 150 standard 108mm or 110mm targets, Adjustable throwing ranges, 
On-off-safe release switch provides safe method to uncock arm, 50 ft. release cord with foot petal 
release, Trap Taxi cart included, 30 amp circuit breaker.
40911 ................................................................................................................................$1029.99

Champion Wheelybird
Take mobility to the next level with lightweight con-
struction and a two-wheeled frame with pull handle. 
Includes on/off/safe-release switch plus an arm path 
indicator ring guard for safety. Launch targets up-
wards of 55 yards, Quick, 2-second cycle time for 
continuous action, Adjustable launch angle (up to 30 
degrees), 50-target capacity, removable magazine 
fits standard-sized clays, Foot pedal has 25ft cord, 
Over 3,000 throws from a fully charged 12-volt deep 
cycle battery, Includes DVD instructions, Weight 
52lbs. Wheel to wheel width 21”.
40909........................................................$299.99

Easybird Double
The EasyBird Auto-Feed Doubles trap is a 
revolutionary design that for the first time 
presents doubles to backyard shooters. 
The EasyBird series continues to grow in 
versatility and appeal—making them an 
attractive choice for backyard shooters.
Adjustable to throw Doubles or Singles, 
100 clay target capacity (std 108 or Intl 
110mm clays), Adjustable throwing range 
out to about 60+ yards , 50 foot release 
cord with foot pedal, Easy adjustable 
mainspring and elevation. Throws targets 
up to a 30 degree elevation, Targets 
delivered directly to the throwing arm, 
Removable magazines for ease of trans-
port and storage, Runs off 12 volt battery 
(not included, Marine Deep Cycle), 
Throws 3000 – 5000 targets with fully 
charged battery, On/Off/Safe Release 
switch safely uncocks arm, Safety Ring 
provides visual indication of throwing arm 
path, 30 amp circuit breaker protects electrical 
wires and motor.
45322 (double) ................................. $729.99
40910 (single-not shown)................ $399.99

Remotes
Wireless remote for Cham-
pion traps, Up to 100 yards.
45325 (Single) ..... $89.99
45326 (Double) .. $129.99
45264 (Voice) ..... $139.99
 
Wobbler Base
Use the wobbler for vertical 
presentations, great for up-
land bird hunting practice, 
Compatible with Oscillator 
base, Runs on 12v battery.
45324 .................. $229.99

Oscillator Base
Two ATA arc settings (45 & 
34.28 degrees) for horizon-
tal presentations, Works 
with wobble base, Uses 
12v battery.
40913 .................. $229.99

Trap Taxi
Tote your trap and battery 
almost anywhere, Welded 
steel frame, Pin-type hitch.
40261 .................... $89.99
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Cyclops Sirius Spotlights
Perfect for all hunters & campers 
and great for blood trails. Fits in a 
backpack or waist pack. Detach-
able red lens makes for a great 
night-time spotlight for those hog 
or varmint hunts. Three white 
high power XPE-Q5 Cree LEDs 
for long range, 6 Standard Nich-
ia white LEDs for close range, 
Home & 12vdc charger includ-
ed, Rubberized grip with trigger 
pulse switch, Lock switch locks 
light in the On or Off position.

CYCX900 (900 Lumens) ......................... $99.99
CYCX500H (500 Lumens) ....................... $59.99
CYC9WS (300 Lumens) .......................... $42.99

12v Corded Spotlight
Features a 100W Philips H3 halogen bulb which 
produces bright output of 4 million candle power. 
This 12V direct spotlight comes with a 6 foot coiled 
cord. A good Spotlight for the Truck or Mule, Red 
Lens can be removed for white light spotlight. Per-
fect for ranchers, farmers and varmint hunters. 
CYCS40012VR.......................................... $17.99

Green Viper Headlamp
Dual mode (High/Low), 5 watt diode light chip 
over 12,000 candelas, Slide focusing head, 
Maximum distance 200+ yards, Pivoting 
lamp, Runs on 3 AA batteries, Adjustable 
headband, Water resistant, Rear mount 
power switch, 1 year warranty, 5.6oz. 
XPG ................................................ $59.99

Green Viper Light
High/Low modes, 5 watt GREEN LED 200+ 
yds, Slide focus head, Aluminum body, 
Runs on 3 AAA batteries, Wrist Band, Belt 
Mount Carrying Case, Water Resistant, End 
cap switch, 1 year warranty, Gun Mount Kit 
with pressure switch sold separately. 
GV Light......................................... $42.99 
Pressure Switch Kit ...................... $27.99

THP Seat Slings - Gun 
Easily transport your guns to and from 
the hunt. Sling holds 3 guns, with or 
without scopes. 6 pockets for hunting 
acc., Fits bucket or bench style seats, 
Made of codura material, Never insert 
a loaded weapon. Always confirm your 
weapon is unloaded prior to storage. 
BGS3989 ............................... $24.99 

AR-15 Mag Charger
Load magazines in just seconds, Accepts 
50 rounds of .223/5.56 or .204, Instant 
transfer from ammo box to Mag Charger, 
Loads 5 rounds per “stroke” with auto ad-
vance, Compatible with all AR platform 
mags both mil spec and molded plastic, 
Durable Polycarbonate construction.
CL397488 .................................. $69.99 

Caldwell AR Bipods
Quick attach system for securing to a picatinny rail, 
Maximum range of alignment without repositioning 
the bipod. Low profile and quiet internal spring sys-

tem, Leg adjustment mechanism delivers fast and 
secure no-wobble height positioning. Rubber feet 
ensures a good grip on all surfaces. Lightweight, 

durable anodized aluminum. 14.5” to 30.5”
CL532255 .......................................................$59.99 

Otis Cleaning Kit
Six bronze bore brushes clean .22-.45 cal. 
rifles/pistols and 10/12 ga. shotguns. Patch 
cleans all .17-.50 cal. rifles/pistols .410-10/12 
ga. shotguns and all in-line muzzleloaders. 8” 
30” and 34” Memory-Flex Cables, Soft case 
with belt loop for easy carrying, T-handle and 
obstruction removal tools for jammed cases, 
Dimensions: 4” x 4” x 2 1/2”.
OTS750.............................................$29.99

MTM K-Zone Rest
The tool you need for better accuracy, Designed for sighting in rifles and for 
testing ammo and reloads, Rock solid performance from a lightweight fully ad-
justable rest, Ideal for AR-rifles and lever action rifles, Can be used as hand-
gun rest by removing the rear pad section, 4 lbs. Made in USA.
KSR30 ................................................................................................$39.99
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Gen 2 Trigger Stick
Lightweight height-adjustable gun 
rest and optical gear mount, with 
just one hand and the pull of a trig-
ger, adjust the Primos Trigger Stick 
to your desired height while sitting, 
kneeling or standing. Detachable V 
yoke. Fits 1/4”-20 & 3/8”-16 threaded 
fixtures for securing optical gear and 
almost any other mountable device.  

 
  Short - Adjusts 23 1/2” to 32 1/2”  Tall - Adjusts 36 1/2” to 61”
Monopod Short ................$42.99  Monopod Tall .........................$57.99
Tri-Pod Short ....................$99.99  Bi-Pod Tall ..............................$99.99
2-Point Gun Rest .............$32.99  Jim Shockey Tri-Pod Tall ....$132.99

A. Handy Rest NXT
6 ft elevation @ 100yds, Rifle or Handgun, 1.5lbs
574662.....................................................$21.99

D. Cross Wind Meter
Read the wind for ballistics, 90 head rotation.  
112500 .....................................................$82.99

G. Deadshot Field Pod
Bench rest accuracy, Use on the ground or in a chair.  
488000 .....................................................$94.99

B. Steady Rest NXT
One or two piece configuration, Only 2.2lbs.  
548664 .....................................................$22.99

E. XLA Pivot Bipods
3 sizes, 9-13”, 13-23”, 13.5-27”, Stud mount.  
Bipods.........................................$37.99-$49.99

H. Lead Sled Plus
Reduces recoil up to 95%, Universal weight tray.  
820300 ...................................................$119.99

C. Fire Control Front
Forearm for precise crosshair alignment, Filled bag. 
746884 ...................................................$199.99

F. Deadshot Chair Pod
All in one unit, Bench rest accuracy, 22lbs.  
795234 ...................................................$179.99

I. Fire Control Full Rest
Fingertip control for precise crosshair alignment. 
100259 ...................................................$239.99

SlideFire Bump Stocks for AR Platform Rifles
Modify your AR to give you near Automatic action. The Slidefire ‘bump stock’ slides back and forth 
using the recoil of the last shot to put your finger back on the trigger for another shot. Shoot as fast as 
your gun’s recoil. There are no permanent modifications necessary to install the Slide Fire. Easily in-
stalls on most AR-15 rifles equipped with a mil-spec buffer tube and an adjustable stock, Constructed 

of premium reinforced high strength polymer, Made in the USA.
AK-47 XRS .............................................................................................................. $319.99
AR-15 OGR ............................................................................................................. $249.99
M&P 15-22 SFS ....................................................................................................... $499.99
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Caldwell AR-15 Mag Coupler 
Joins 2 Mil-Spec style 10 round AR-15 magazines to-
gether, Coupling magazines increases capacity and 
makes for faster reloads when seconds matter. Main-
tains the profile of a 30 round mag to fit mag pouches 
and gun cases, Magazines not included. 
390504.............................................................. $7.99 

Caldwell AR-15 Brass Catcher
Save time cleaning up your shooting area, Clamps se-
curely to an AR-15 or AR-10 equipped with a Picatinny 
rail system. Fully adjustable for rifles equipped with a 

variety of optics. Heat resistant nylon mesh bag 
with zipper holds 100 casings.

530143 ........................................$36.99 
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XDS Pistol
At only 1” wide, the XD-S fits as perfectly into your concealed-carry strategy 
as it does in the palm of your hand. Single-position Picatinny rail puts lights 
and lasers within easy reach. Low-profile rear and fiber-optic front sights 
are specifically designed to quickly zero in on your target. Ultra Safety As-
surance (USA) Action Trigger System, loaded chamber indicator, two mags, 
double mag pouch, holster all in a hard case.
9mm, 3.3” Black ........ $519.99           9mm. 3.3” Two Tone ....... $559.99
9mm, 4.0” Black ........ $499.99           9mm. 4.0” Two Tone ....... $559.99
.45 ACP, 3.3” Black ... $499.99       .45 ACP 3.3” Two Tone ....... $559.99
.45 ACP 4.0” Black .... $529.99       .45 ACP 4.0” Two Tone ....... $599.99

Federal American Eagle Bulk Ammo
Suitable for precision practice and an affordable option for the target board. 
You’ll enjoy the accuracy you’ll see with AE rifle loads. Brass-cased, boxer-
primed, non-corrosive, and reloadable. Made in the USA.
.223 55gr (20 Rounds) ........ $8.99   .223 55gr (100 Rounds) ....... $44.99
.223 55gr (500 Rounds) ..$212.99   .223 55gr (1000 Rounds) ... $419.99

DiamondBack AR-15
Uses a military proves gas-impingement system and machined compo-
nents. Modified 4 rail handguard, 16” Barrel, Made in the USA.
..223/5.56 (DB15FDE) ................................................................... $829.99
.223/5.56 (DB15S - Black) ............................................................ $699.99

Anderson Stripped Lowers
Perfect platform for building the ultimate, mission-specific, AR-15 rifle or 
carbine. Forged from 7075 T6 aluminum for reliable performance and out-
standing durability. Mil-Spec, anodized finish adds strength to the receiver 
walls and delivers superior abrasion-resistance for rugged field use. Pre-
cision-machined to ensure drop-in installation of aftermarket components.
AR15A3LWFOR ............................................................................ $79.99

Hornady American Whitetail Ammo
American Whitetail ammunition is loaded with Interlock bullets for that ‘Buck 
of a Lifetime’ hunt. Optimized loads made specifically for deer hunting, Select 
propellants that deliver consistent accuracy and performance.
Various Calibers ..........................................................Starting at $22.99

Rossi Youth Rimfire/Shotgun Matched Pair
A single shot rifle (.22LR) and a shotgun barrel (.410) creates the Matched 
Pair. Break open, Modified choke, Matte blue steel barrel, Synthetic stock. 
S411220BS  ..................................................................................$199.99

Howa Full Dip Rifles
Kryptek camo finish on stock, barrel, Nikko Stirling Gameking scope and 
rings. Forged 1pc bolt with 2 locking lugs, 3-position safety, HACT 2-stage 
match trigger, Hogue over molded stock, Hogue recoil pad, Includes sling 
swivel studs and bipod (not shown).
Various Calibers .........................................................................$769.99
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Model 700 SPS
Assorted calibers, Carbon steel barrel, Black synthetic stock, Non-reflective 
matte blued finish, Sling swivel studs, Drilled and tapped for scope mount. 
Assorted Calibers ........................................................................ $599.99

Savage MOD 25 Lightweight Varminter
Weighing 8.25lbs and measuring 43.75”, it gives a versatile combination of 
agility and accuracy, Equipped with Weaver-style scope bases and triple pil-
lar bedding, 3-lug bolt features 60 degree throw that allows a large diameter 
scopes to be mounted low on the receiver. Accutrigger is adjustable from 
2.5-3.5lbs, 4 round detachable box mag. 
Various Calibers .......................................................................... $659.99

Axis XP Package
Features a modern design with silky-smooth bolt operation and a detachable 
box magazine, Assorted calibers with 22” matte barrel, 4 round capacity, 
Matte stock, 3-9x40 scope mounted, bore sighted. 
19230 (.243 - Other Calibers Available) ...................................... $329.99

Carbon 15
The Carbon 15 Superlight ORC features a carbon 15 composite receiver,
Aluminum upper and 16” super light contour barrel. It ships with a 30-round 
magazine and a red dot. The muzzle is fitted with an A2 style flash hider. 
91037 - .223/5.56 NATO ............................................................... $699.99

Anderson MSR
Chambered in .223/5.56. 6 position stock with mil-spec upper and lower re-
ceivers. The upper is Anderson’s Sport model with no dust cover or forward 
assist capabilities. 16” A2-style barrel nut with A2 style two-piece handguard. 
AMMSR (AM15MSR) .................................................................... $749.99

HOWA Muddy Girl Rifle
These Howa/Hogue Moonshine youth models are fitted with a Hogue over-
molded stock finished in Moon Shine’s pink and purple Muddy Girl camo. 
They have a lightweight 20” blued barrel with a #1 contour. 
Howa 1500 (Various Calibers) .................................................. $469.99

CVA Scout V2 Compact SS .243
416 Stainless Steel, 20” Compact barrel, 1:10 twist, 100% ambidextrous 
stock, CrushZone recoil pad, DuraSight Dead-On one-piece scope mount, 
Reversible hammer spur, 5.8lbs. Scope not included. 
BPCR4113S ...............................................................................$399.99

Lil’ Badger .22 Mag
Single barrel foldable rifle, extremely light for the most comfortable carry. 
Folds to 16.5” total length. Adjustable rear sight. Available accessories: ny-
lon carry-bag, special cartridge holder.
500110 ........................................................................................... $169.99

HOWA Diamond Package
Howa 1500 rifle, Hogue Overmolded stock and recoil pad and a 30mm 
2.5-10x50 Nikko Stirling illuminated scope. Sling Swivel Studs are included.
Various Calibers ......................................................................... $549.99
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Lady Series
Pink Lady, Lavender Lady, Chic Lady (Shown), .38 
Special, Anodized Frame, Lightweight. 
Starting at ...............................................$399.99

Bond Arms
.45ACP, .45LC/.410, .38 Special, 2”-3” barrel, 
Front and rear sights, Stainless steel with satin 
polish finish. Leather holster.
Starting At ..........................................$369.99

Rough Rider Revolver
Blued finish, Wood Grip, 6 round capacity, Safety 
hammer block. 4” or 6.5” barrel.
Various Calibers ..............Starting at $179.99

Chiappa 1873 SAA Exclusive
Reproduction of the 1873 single action, Both black 
plastic and ivory grips, Black frame. 
CF340.199 .22LR 10Rnd 4.75” .............$199.99
CF340.200 .17HMR 10Rnd 7.50” ..........$219.99

Glock G3 & G4
Suitable for concealed carry or as a backup. Used 
by military/law enforcement around the world. 
Starting at  .......................................... $499.99

M&P Shield
Slim design, concealable, lightweight, striker-
fired polymer pistol, 3.1” barrel, 2 magazines.
180020 (.40 S&W 6+1 round) ............ $399.99
180021 (9mm 7+1 round) .................. $399.99

Walther CCP
An ideal combination of style, ergonomics, size, 
shape, accuracy, and ability to conceal comfort-
ably, Soft-coil gas delayed blowback to stay on 
target, SA 5.5lb trigger, 3.54” barrel, 8+1 rounds.
5080301 (Coming Soon) .................... $429.99

Solo
Put the power of the 9 mm cartridge in a micro-
compact size P1911 ergonomics ensures com-
fortable shootability, 9mm with a 2.7” barrel, 6+1 
rounds, fixed low sights, Ambidextrous.
3900001...............................................$749.99

S&W Bodyguard w/ Laser
Engineered as the most state-of-the-art, conceal-
able and accurate personal protection possible. 
Lightweight, simple to use and featuring integrat-
ed laser sights, 6+1 rounds, 2.75” barrel. 
109380 (.380) ....................................... $379.99

S&W SD9VE 9MM
SDT (Self Defense Trigger), Dove tail white dot 
sights, Textured finger locator, Picatinny-style 
rail, Slim, textured grip. Front and back strap 
texturing. 4” barrel, 16+1 rounds.
223900.................................................$339.99

Scorpion 938
Most compact 9mm, Single action only, Siglite 
Night Sights, Ambidextrous, 6+1, SAO trigger.
9389SCPN............................................$759.99

Sig Sauer 238
Custom rubber grips, SIGLITE night sights, Red 
laser, one 6 round mag, Single action, 2.7” barrel.
238380NBS12 (Limited Quantity) ..... $549.99

R51
Delivers intuitive shootability so you can be ready 
and stay safe when it matters most. Optimized 
grip angle and Pedersen block design, 3.4” bar-
rel, CCW trigger system is light and ultra-crisp, 
7+1 rounds of 9mm +P. 
96430 (Coming Soon) .........................$429.99
96432 (w/ Crimson Laser) ..................$599.99

Micro Compact
Made in the USA, 5lb DAO trigger pull, Stronger 
slide and barrel for less recoil, Windage adjust-
able sights, 6+1 rounds, 2.8” barrel. 9mm or .380
Black, Pink or 2 Tone .... Starting At $369.99

PK380 Pistol
380 semi-auto with 3.66” barrel, 8+1 round ca-
pacity, Adjustable 3 dot sights, 1 front, 2 rear, 
Lightweight polymer grips, Black finish, Picatinny 
accessory rail. Also available with a pink grip.
Walther PK380 (Black or Pink) ......... $369.99
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Rhino Ironworks Safes
Fire rated for 1 hour @ 1200º, Multiple 
layers of 5/8” thick UL Rated fire protec-
tive lining, Heat-activated expanding door 
seal helps keep out smoke and heat, 
Rhinoplate armor drill protection plate, 
Solid plate steel door front, 11 gauge 
steel construction, Recessed door for 
pry protection, Seamless continuously 
welded body, Limited Lifetime Warranty.  
3027 (30x27x18) ...........Delivered $1499
6030X (60x30x25) .........Delivered $2099
6036X (60x36x25) .........Delivered $2599
7242X (72x42x27) .........Delivered $2899

Hornady Rapid Safe
Uses Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) for 
instant access by plac-
ing the bracelet, card, or 
key fob over the reader, 
or use a code entered at 
the unit, and the Rapid 
safe springs open to 
present your handgun. 
Uses standard household 
110V power, Also features 

a battery backup that may be used as a primary power 
source. 16-gauge steel construction and a heavy-duty 
1/4” steel dual-lug locking system. A 1,500 lb. rated cable 
secures the safe to an immobile object for additional theft 
protection. The exterior measures 15 1/2”x9”x3 1/2”. The 
interior measures 11”x8”x3”.

 98150 (Coming Soon) ........................................... $239.99

Pointer O/U Shotguns
Has 5 interchangeable chokes (.410 fixed), high ventilated 
sporting rib, brass bead front sight, and carbon steel chrome 
moly-lined barrels with 3” chambers. Turkish walnut stock, 
single trigger actions, select fire, auto reset safety. Equipped 
with ejectors. (Coming Soon)

 Available in 12ga, 20ga, 28ga or .410 ................. $599.99

HeviShot Hevi Duty Ammo
Hevishot Hevi Duty ammunition is low recoil, Shell 
contains 12 non-toxic heavier than steel frangible 
pellets that offer reduced risk of over penetration and 
ricochet, helping to keep the pellets from penetrat-
ing walls, Perfect for home defense, 12ga, 2 3/4”, 
00-Buckshot, 1250fps.
91000 (5-Rounds).......................................... $7.49

Hornady V-Max Ammo
The polymer tip of a V-Max bullet delivers tack-driv-
ing accuracy at long range and dramatic expansion 
on impact. The flat trajectory makes it the most ac-
curate long-range rimfire ever made. The uniformity 
of the Hornady case is equalled only by ultra-expen-
sive match ammo. 50-rounds.

 83170 (.17HMR 17gr) ...................................$13.99
 83202 (.22 WIN MAG 30gr) ..........................$13.99

Magnetic Pistol Holder
Display your firearms on a wall, or conceal 
your handgun under your desk, Works on 
most handguns and revolvers, Coated in 
non-marring rubber to protect your gun. 
222501.............................................$19.99

39 States Allow Silencers
DOES YOURS?
Order Your Silencer From

Native Outdoors
Today!

Crimson Trace Lasers
Pinpoint laser accuracy, Simple installation, Class IIIA Diode 
laser produces a 1/2” dot at 50 feet, Runtime is 4 hours per 
set of batteries.
Laserguard ........................................Starting at $199.99
Defender ..............................................Starting at $99.99
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Allen Belt Holster
Works inside or outside the belt, Minimal bulk 
makes this rig easy to conceal under a shirt 
or jacket, Fits up to 1.5” belts, Attaches with 
belt loops or with metal belt or waist band clip, 
Vertical Draw. SM fits small frame, MD fits me-
dium to large frame pistols. 
SM or MD - Brown........................... $13.99 
SM or MD - Black ............................ $13.99

Rem Oil
Penetrates into metal 
pores for deep down 
protection, Cleans 
dirt and grime from 
exposed metal sur-
faces, Squeeze bot-
tle. 2oz.
REM18366......$2.99

CLP 12
Penetrates and spreads 
along metal surfaces 
into every pit and crev-
ice to undercut contami-
nation and lift residue 
away where it can be 
removed. Aerosol.
12oz.....................$9.99

Hoppe’s Boresnakes
The fastest bore cleaner on the planet. One pass 
loosens particles, scrubs out residue, then swabs 
it all spotless with a cleaning area 160X larger 
than a standard patch. Add a few drops of lubri-
cating oil and your gun’s ready for storage. The 
world’s quickest three-step bore shine. Patented 
one-piece design. .177 - .50 cal.
Boresnakes (various calibers) ......... $11.99ea

Bianchi Professional
Inside the waistband concealment, Premium 
full grain leather with suede lined exterior next 
to body, Optimum angle inside waistband to 
ensure proper firing grip on the draw, High 
back design to shield torso against gun’s 
sharp edges, Heavy duty spring steel clip se-
cures holster to waistband, Up to 1 3/4” belts.
Clip-on 100 (Shown) ........................ $42.99 
Tuckable 100T .................................. $46.99

Birchwood Shoot N C
Five targets on each sheet – use center tar-
get for sighting-in and four smaller targets for 
testing results of various ballistic loads or for 
confirmation of sight-in groups. Convenient 
1” numbered grid lines simplify scope adjust-
ments. Various sizes.
34105 8” - 6 Targets  ..........................$6.99 
More Online ........................... $6.99-$16.99

Limbsaver Tactical Sling
NAVCOM Comfort Technology distributes fire-
arm weight & reduces shoulder fatigue, Military 
grade single/dual-point connector, quick release 
harness system, Lightweight contour design, Pro-
vides maximum comfort, Quality craftsmanship, 
Right or Left-hand Use, 2000+ lb. Nylon webbing.
12139 (Black)   12140 (Tan) ................... $29.99

Gunsmith Cleaning Stand
Two removable, height adjustable forks with 
molded in rubber for firearm protection, Compart-
ments for bottled cleaners, Carry and store all 
your gun cleaning supplies in one place. Ideal for 
mounting scopes, swivels, etc. 
RMC530 ................................................. $29.99

Sure Shot Cleaning Kit
Complete kit in a small and portable canvas 
pouch. Bore light, Patches & puller, Brass bore 
brushes, Flex cleaning rod, Rem Oil, Brite Bore. 
Rifle (19184) or Shotgun (19183) .......$9.99ea

Ruger BX-25 Magazine
Will work with any Factory original 10/22 rifle, SR-
22 rifle or 22 Charger pistol. Rugged polymer body 
and follower, Holds 25 round capacity. 
90361...................................................... $29.99

Quake Claw
Known for having the best non-
slip pad incorporated into a 
sling, gives 1/2” stretch for 
comfort, Works in extreme 
heat and cold, Keeps fire-
arm in place, Black, Brown, 
Camo or Snow Camo.
Your Choice ...... $19.99

High Country Sling
Egronomic shape and multiple 
cushion design for comfort, Non 
slip lining, Heavy duty web con-
struction, Gripper dots keep from 
sliding off your shoulder, Mossy 
Oak Break-up Infinity.
AL8163 ...........................$12.99
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Mossberg MVP Patrol Scoped Bolt
Patent-pending MVP Drop-Push bolt design, accepts standard AR-style mag-
azines, 16.25” medium bull barrel, with 11 degree tapered crown, Threaded 
with removable A2 flash suppressor (thread protector included), Patented 
Lightning Bolt Action adjustable trigger system, Picatinny Rail, 10 Round 
Magazine, 3-9x32mm Scope and neoprene comb raising kit included.
.223/5.56 Nato 16.25” THB 10+1 Blk Syn Stk ..............................$699.99

Savage 93R17 FXP .17HMR
Includes the built-in adjustability and safety of the AccuTrigger, so there’s 
no need for a gunsmith to modify it. AccuTrigger also provides a crisp, clean 
trigger pull, which enhances accuracy. 22” blued carbon steel barrel and a 
black matte synthetic stock with cut checkering and swivel studs. Detach-
able box magazine and a two-position safety. Bushnell 3-9x40 scope.
96209 .17HMR ...............$279.99     90010 (10-round Mag.) ........$24.99

Savage Mark II FXP .22LR
                      Match-grade accuracy in a bolt-action .22LR. AccuTrigger has 
a user-adjustable trigger, with a crisp, clean trigger pull. Detachable box 
magazine and blued 21” carbon steel barrel, Bushnell 3-9x40mm scope. 
OD Green stock.
26721 .22LR ...................$239.99     20005 (10-round Mag.) ........$15.99

Wheeler Bore Sight
Red laser delivers fast, accurate bore 
sighting. Works with rifles, shotguns, 
handguns. The magnet connects to 
the end of the muzzle without risking 
damage to the bore. 
580022.................................... $82.99

SightMark Bore Sight
Designed for sighting in .17-.50 caliber 
rifles, shotguns and pistols. Magnet 
mounts to the end of the barrel protect-
ing the bore. 
39024...................................... $39.99

SKB 3i-4909-5R Case
Holds scoped rifles up to 49”, High-

strength polypropylene copolymer 
resin, UV, solvent, & corrosion re-

sistant, Gasket seal for watertight 
fit, Pressure equalization value, EPS 

foam interior, Patent pending “trigger release” 
latches, Rubber cushion grip handle, Four reinforced 

stainless padlock locations, Interior 49”x9”x5”, Weight 18lbs.
3i49095R (Black) ......................................................................... $114.99 

Bulldog Double Gun
Combines the lightweight of a soft 
case with the added protection of re-
inforced fiber sidewalls. 2 3/4” total 

soft padding, Full-length zipper with deluxe pull, Heat-resistant Tricot inner 
lining, Thick Nylon water-resistant outer shell, Heavy-duty metal hardware 
and zippers, Deluxe “hidden” backpack style shoulder straps, Extra large 
external padded pockets, Deluxe carrying handles, Fits guns up to 48” long.
BD268 ............................................................................................ $72.99

Bulldog Colt Case
Water-resistant outer shell, Heat-
resistant inner lining won’t stick to 
warm barrels, Thick padding pro-
vides maximum protection, “High 
Vis” lined accessory pocket, 2 ex-

tra-large exterior end pouches, Heavy-duty 
oversized zippers with Colt logo, Detachable shoulder strap and molded de-
luxe carry handles, “Fold flat” design can be used as optional shooting mat.
CLT2038 (38”) or CLT2043 (43”) .............................Your Choice $44.99

Peltor Tactical PTL Earmuffs
Tactical PTL headset gives the user the ability to safely 
listen and communicate on demand at the touch of a 
button. Limits impulse noise to 87dB. Active volume 
provides distortion-free low level sound amplification in 
one ear cup up to 19dB.
97044 ............................................................. $49.99

Peltor Bulls-eye Earmuffs
Quality hearing protection that help reduce noise 
levels to a comfortable level. Foam image cush-
ions and a low profile dome for a tight fit around 
the ears keeps out unwanted noise. NRR-25dB. 
97007 ............................................................... $11.99
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S4 JackKnife Holder
Film your hunt with your SmartPhone. 
Mount any phone to the phone holder and 
use the built-in video capabilities of your 
phone to record, share and tweet your fa-
vorite video, Mount easily adjusts to any 
shot position for that “Hunter’s Eye View”. 
Use it to review 

your shot placement before tracking your animal, 
Turn the camera towards you and use as a training 
aid while practicing.
(Archery)........$29.99   (Gun Mount) ...... $42.99

LockDown Binocular Holder
Protect your binoculars with a complete harness 

and optics protection system. No swinging, No  
bouncing, better security. Anti-Bounce tech-
nology, optics stay in place, Tension Free 
on binoculars when viewing, Moldable hood 
shapes to your binoculars, Adjustable, Shock 

cord tension straps keep optics attached, Streamline 
harness does not interfere with safety harnesses or backpacks.

Camo...............................................................................................$42.99

8496 3x32 Carbine ..............$159.99 
8497 3-9x40 BDC 600..........$199.99 
835 P223 Mounts ..................$39.99

6725 3-9x40 Rimfire ............$149.99 
6727 3-9x50 BDC.................$229.99 
6729 4-12x40 BDC...............$219.99

Vortex CrossFire II
Clear, tough and bright, Built to exceed the performance standards of similar-
ly priced riflescopes. Long eye relief, a fast-focus eyepiece, fully multi-coat-
ed lenses and improved, resettable MOA turrets are hallmarks of the series. 
CF231037 (AR 1-4x24 Illuminated) ...............................................$249.99
CF231035 (AR 1-4x24) ................................................................$199.99
CF231049 (3-12x56 Illuminated Hog Hunter)............................$299.99
CF231001R (2-7x32 Rimfire) ......................................................$119.99
CF231027 (3-9x50 Illuminated) ..................................................$209.99

Nikon Prostaff
Tested and proven in the field by Nikon PROSTAFF members, these rifle-
scopes will help you bring home the big bucks without spending them. 
Whether you hunt with a rifle, shotgun or rimfire, you can rest easy know-
ing that Nikon will never cut corners on optics, ruggedness or precision.

Vortex Diamondback 20-60 x 80mm 
Guarantees a bright image at all magnifications, Rugged con-

struction stands up to rough use in the field. Linear Field 
of View 105-51 feet/1000 yards, Close Focus 22’, Eye 

Relief 20-16.5 mm, Exit Pupil 4-1.3 
mm, Weight 47.1 oz.
DBK80A1 (Angled)........$499.99
DBK80S1 (Straight) ......$499.99

Vortex Diamondback
Smooth focusing and striking in low light gath-
ering, Large field-of-view with enhanced fully 
multi-coated optics, phase-corrected prisms, 
waterproof/ fogproof.
D241 10x42 .......................... $229.99

Zoom SVS Smartphone Mount
Attaches to all spotting scopes, binoculars, telescopes 
and microscopes, Fits all iPhone, Samsung Galaxy or 
any smartphone without protective case, Spring tension.
SG00327 ............................................................ $52.99

Weaver Scope with Rings
From up-close to long range, hunting to competition shooting, these quality 
hunting scopes provide ballistic precision at bargain prices, One-piece tube 
construction, fully multi-coated lenses, nitrogen-purged, fog-free viewing.
849990 (Black) & 849991 (Camo)........................... Your Choice $59.99

Vortex Viper HD
With HD extra-low dispersion glass, and XR fully 
multi-coated lenses and you have a bino that deliv-
ers bright, crisp details with impressive resolution 
and color fidelity. The Viper HD binoculars pack 
in all the features you need for a successful hunt.  
16.5mm eye relief, 4.2mm exit pupil, Field of view - 
319ft/1000yds, 5.8” x 5.3”, 24.6oz. 
VPR4210HD 10x42 .................................$599.99
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SightMark Mini
Compact & lightweight with a built-in 
sunshade hood that shields the unit 
from harsh sunlight. Compact size im-
proves the shooter’s field-of-view, Two 
brightness settings and a green reticle, 
designed to allow the shooter to keep 
both eyes open during use.
14011 ...................................... $99.99

Simmons LRF 600
4x magnification, LCD display pro-
vides the exact distance to your tar-
get from 10 to 600 yards with just the 
tap of a button, Range 10-600yds, +/-
1yd, Includes carry case, 9v battery 
(not included).
801405C ............................ $129.99

Vortex Ranger 1000
HCD mode displays an angle com-
pensated distance reading, Fully 
multi-coated lenses for optimal light 
transmission, 6x magnification, 
1-1000yds, +/- 3yd@1000yds, CR2 
battery and case included, 7.7oz.
RF101 ................................ $379.99

Wildgame Halo XRay
X-Ray 600 with Angle Intelligence 
gives accurate distance measure-
ment for all types of terrain. Scan mode 
continuous ranging without lifting the 
button, 600yds, 6x magnification, +/-
1yd, CR2 battery and case included. 
Z6XN ................................. $149.99

Bushnell Trophy XLT
3-9x40mm, Fully multi-coated optics, 
91% light transmission, Flip-open 
scope covers, Waterproof Fogproof 
and Shockproof, Dry Nitrogen filled, 
Fast-focus eyepiece, One piece tube 
w/integrated saddle 1/4 MOA fingertip 
windage and elevation adjustments. 
733960............................... $129.99

SightMark Photon-S Digital Night Vision
Hybrid night vision riflescope offers users a bright, crisp picture during the day 
and in low light conditions. 3.5x42mm scope delivers exceptional definition and 
clarity with its high camera resolution of 768x576, shooters can experience the 
great outdoors closer than ever before, Dot-Duplex reticle.
18006.................................................................................................$499.99

SightMark Ultra Shot
Night Vision QD provides shooters en-
hancement any shooting experience. 
Quick detach mount for rapid removal, 
Double pane glass lens system, Paral-
lax corrected, Adjustable reticle bright-
ness, Multi reticle (4 reticles), Alumi-
num body with metal shield.
14002.................................... $129.99

Vortex Viper PST
Precision Shooting Tactical, Features and performance serious shooters de-
mand. Matching reticle and turret measurements allow accurate, fast dialing 
of shots. More reticles and magnifications available.
VTPST416S1A 4-16x50 ................................................................. $699.99

Varmint &
hogs 

Beware
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M-Series Mini Game Cameras
Whether you’re scouting on a budget or looking to buy the ultimate 
in tracking technology, Moultrie’s line of cameras has your back. 
From the infrared models with basic setup, to NO-GLOW versions 
that will blend into the woods - you can take scouting to the next 
level. With the new Managed Memory feature, you’ll always get the 
latest images and never lose the shot due to a full SD card again.
M1100i - 12MP, 80ft Black flash, 2” color screen, 1080p video, Realtree Xtra .............................................................................................................$179.99 
M990i - 10MP, 70ft Black flash, 2” color screen, 720p video, Mossy Oak Treestand...................................................................................................$159.99
M880i - 8MP, 100ft IR flash, 720p video ........................................................................................................................................................................$139.99
M550 - 7MP, 70ft IR (low-red glow) flash .........................................................................................................................................................................$99.99

TOTAL GAME MANAGEMENT™

90-Day 
Returns

2 Year Extended 
Warranty
Low Price 
Guarantee

On All M-Series Game Cameras
See Website for Details
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